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1 I NTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Like all communities in Ocean County, Toms River Township is subject to natural, technological,
and human hazards that can threaten life and health and impact property, the environment, and
infrastructure. In 2012 the Township was significantly affected by Hurricane Sandy and
experienced millions of dollars in damage to private and public properties, with many of the
properties damaged to some degree by wind, riverine flooding, and coastal flooding. The
catastrophic nature of the storm created numerous issues related to land development, future
development, redevelopment, mitigation of future storms, and overall resiliency. The
emergency management community, citizens, planners, elected officials and other stakeholders
in Toms River recognize the impact of disasters on their community and support proactive efforts
needed to reduce their impact.
Hazard mitigation planning has the potential to produce long-term and recurring benefits by
breaking the cycle of loss. A core assumption of mitigation is that current dollars invested in
mitigation practices will significantly reduce the demand for future dollars by lessening the amount
needed for recovery, repair, and reconstruction. These mitigation practices will also enable local
residents, businesses, and industries to re-establish themselves in the wake of a disaster, which
will get the economy back on track sooner and with less interruption
Toms River participated in the process to develop and adopt the 2014 Ocean County MultiJurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP). In 2016, the Toms River Hazard Mitigation Steering
Committee led an effort to prepare a Community Vulnerability Assessment (CVA), Local Hazard
Mitigation Plan (HMP), and Post-Disaster Recovery Capital Improvement Plan to more thoroughly
assess flood-related risks throughout the community and identify specific mitigation projects to
make the township more resilient to the impacts of future storms and assist with Hurricane Sandy
recovery efforts. The Toms River Local Hazard Mitigation Plan addresses flood-related hazard,
while non-flood related hazards that impact Toms River are addressed in the Ocean County HMP.

1.2 Purpose
This HMP was developed for the purpose of:









Assessing the community’s vulnerability to flood-related hazards
Identifying specific local mitigation strategies and further developing recommendations
identified in the Ocean County Multi-jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan to inform the
development of a resiliency-focused capital improvement plan
Providing a blueprint for saving lives and reducing property damage from the effects of
future flood-related disasters in Toms River Township
Demonstrating a firm local commitment to hazard mitigation principles
Improving community resiliency following a disaster event
Qualifying the Township for pre-disaster and post-disaster grant funding
Complying with state and federal legislative requirements related to local hazard
mitigation planning
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Providing a detailed Township Local Hazard Mitigation Plan as an addendum to the
Ocean County HMP

The Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 (DMA 2000), Section 322 requires that local governments
(communities/counties), as a condition of receiving federal disaster mitigation funds, have a
mitigation plan that describes the process for identifying hazards, creating a risk assessment and
vulnerability analysis, identifying and prioritizing mitigation strategies, and developing an
implementation schedule for the Township. Congress authorized the establishment of a Federal
grant program to provide financial assistance to States and communities for mitigation planning
and activities. The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has designated this Hazard
Mitigation Assistance (HMA).

1.3 Scope
The 2016 HMP for Toms River Township has been prepared to meet requirements set forth by
the FEMA and the New Jersey Office of Emergency Management (NJOEM) in order for the
Township to be eligible for funding and technical assistance from state and federal hazard
mitigation programs. This HMP will serve as the guiding document for actions by the Township
regarding mitigation of natural hazards. Although Toms River participated in the development of
Ocean County’s Multi-Jurisdictional All Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan and have undergone
hazard mitigation planning and related activities in the past, this plan represents the first approved
hazard mitigation plan for the Township. Toms River’s HMP will be an addendum to the current
county plan and will specifically address the flood risks and flood mitigation strategies for Toms
River Township.

1.4 Authority and References
Authority for this plan originates from the following federal sources:





Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, 42 U.S.C., Section
322, as amended;
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Title 44, Parts 201 and 206; and
Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000, Public Law 106-390, as amended.
National Flood Insurance Act of 1968, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 4001 et seq.

Authority for this plan originates from the following State of New Jersey source:


State of New Jersey 2014 State Hazard Mitigation Plan

FEMA’s most recent guidance the Local Mitigation Planning Handbook and Integrating Hazard
Mitigation Planning into Local Planning: Case Studies and Tools for Community Officials were the
primary FEMA guides used for the development of this plan. Additionally, guidance from Section
6.3.2: Additional State Requirements to the Crosswalk from the State of New Jersey 2014 State
Hazard Mitigation Plan was followed. Previous FEMA guides including the 386 series and
information available from NJOEM on hazard mitigations was used to guide this plan’s
development.
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2 T OWNSHIP P ROFILE
2.1 Geography and Environment
Toms River Township, formerly known as Dover Township, is a 41.81 square mile coastal
community located in Ocean County in central New Jersey, it includes two separate sections of
land on the northern barrier island of Ocean County. The Township is bordered to the east by
Barnegat Bay and the Atlantic Ocean, to the north by Brick Township and Lakewood Township,
to the west by Manchester Township and to the south by Berkeley Township and the Toms River
(Ocean County Library, 2016). Located across the Toms River are the towns of South Toms River,
Beachwood and Pine Beach. The small town of Island Heights is completely surrounded by Toms
River Township on the northern bank of the Toms River.
The Township is suburban in character with more densely populated areas along the northern
border and in the beach areas on the eastern barrier island. Commercial development is
concentrated along Route 37, Route 70, Route 166, Route 9, Fischer Boulevard, Hooper Avenue
and in Downtown Toms River (Toms River, 2014).
Toms River Township is situated in the Atlantic Coastal Region and is entirely contained within
the Barnegat Bay Watershed Management Area (WMA 12). The Township is located within five
watersheds: Toms River (above Oak Ridge Parkway); Toms River (below Oak Ridge Parkway)
Atlantic Coast (Manasquan to Barnegat); Kettle Creek / Barnegat Bay North; and Barnegat Bay
Central & Tribs.
The Township is also located within the Coastal Area Facility Review Act (CAFRA) zone. This
means that any development that meets the following criteria is regulated by and subject to a
permit from NJDEP: any development located on a beach or dune; any development located
within 150 feet of the mean high water line or most landward limit of the beach or dune; any
development within 150 feet of the mean high-water line or most landward limit of the beach or
dune that consist of three or more residential units; any commercial projects having five or more
parking spaces or equivalent parking area; or any public or industrial development.
Furthermore, within the CAFRA Zone, portions of Toms River Township are located within the
designated 1999 CAFRA Coastal Centers. This area within the CAFRA boundary accommodates
development at higher intensities in existing centers, and discourages the development of high
impervious coverage outside of centers, where low intensity development patterns are
maintained.
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Toms River Land Use Map
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2.2 Township Facts
The Township of Toms River was officially incorporated in 1767 when local residents petitioned
to organize their own Township. Before the Township was officially incorporated, it was part of
Shrewsbury Township in Monmouth County for over eighty years until the establishment of Ocean
County. Early settlers to the Township supported themselves by lumbering, charcoaling, whaling,
fishing, farming, and iron making (Toms River, 2006).
Toms River Township is a diverse community, serving as a retirement center, a resort and a
bedroom community for other more urban areas of the state. Within the Toms River there are four
public beaches that serve as tourist attractions during the summer. The population within Toms
River began to expand after the Garden State Parkway opened in 1954. Toms River is the home
of Ocean County College Main Campus and the Toms River Regional School district which
includes twelve elementary schools, two middle schools, and three high schools.

2.3 Population, Occupancy, and Demographics
The population of Toms River Township was 89,706 in the year 2000. From 2000 to 2010, Toms
River saw a slight increase of 1.7% in its year-round population to 91,239. During this same time
period, Ocean County’s population experienced a population growth of 12.85%, from 510,916
residents in 2000 to 576,567 residents in 2010. New Jersey experienced minimal population
increase during this time period with a population increase of just 4.49%.
Table 2.3-1
Population (U.S. Census 2000-2010 and Ocean County Databook)
LOCATION
2000 POPULATION
2010 POPULATION
PERCENT CHANGE (%)
Toms River
89,706
91,239
1.70%
Ocean County
510,916
576,567
12.85%
New Jersey
8,414,350
8,791,894
4.49%
United States
281,421,906
308,745,538
9.71%

The average household income in Toms River is approximately $10,000 more than the average
household income for Ocean County. According to the 5-year American Community Survey from
2010-2014, the median household income in Toms River Township was estimated at $72,939,
while the median house income for Ocean County was estimated at $61,839. Tom River
Township’s median household income is comparable to the median household income of the
State of New Jersey ($72,062) and is about $20,000 greater than the National average ($53,482).
Toms River’s poverty rate of 26.8% is slightly less than the poverty rates of Ocean County (27.4%)
and the State of New Jersey (30.4%).
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Figure 2.3-1

Median Household Income

Toms River Township Household Income, ACS 2010-2014
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7,000
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$10,000 $14,999 $24,999 $34,999 $49,999 $74,999 $99,999 $149,999 $199,999 or more

Income

The median age of Toms River’s population is 43.3, and roughly 22.9% of the population is under
18 years of age. An estimated 14.9% of the population is over the age of 60. These populations
in particular are important when looking at hazard mitigation because they are frequently the
populations that need the most assistance during a disaster event and are, therefore, more
vulnerable to the impacts of hazard events. Additionally, approximately 15% of Toms River’s
population is part of a minority group, and 8% of residents are Hispanic or Latino. As shown in
the table below, the Township is 85% white, 2% African American, and 5% identify as another
race (U.S. Census, 2010-2014). About 15% of the population speaks a language other than
English at home, again indicating a population that would need extra assistance during a disaster
event.
Table 2.3-2

Racial Composition (ACS 2010-2014)
TOMS RIVER TOWNSHIP

NEW JERSEY

WHITE

85%

59%

LATINO/HISPANIC

8%

18%

BALCK OR AFRICAN
AMERICAN

2%

13%

OTHER

5%

10%

As of the 2010 U.S. Census, there were 43,334 housing units in Toms River, with a 19.8%
vacancy rate. Houses that were categorized for seasonal, recreational, or occasional uses were
the main contributors to the vacancy rate. In terms of home value, median value of an owner
occupied home before Superstorm Sandy was estimated at $315,500 in 2013 (ACS 2007-2011).
After Superstorm Sandy, the median value of owner occupied homes decreased by 8.4% to
291,000 in 2013. The table below summarizes these findings.
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Table 2.3-3
Median Vale of Owner Occupied Home (ACS Estimates,)
YEAR
MEDIAN VALUE
PERCENT CHANGE S
2011
$315,500
2012
$302,500
-4.3%
2013
$291,000
-4.0%

2.4 Land Use and Built Environment
The majority of Toms River’s land use is designated as residential, water, forest, and wetlands.
There is also a significant amount of commercial land along major transportation corridors
throughout the township. These land use patterns are shown in Figure 2.1.1-1.
In Toms River, approximately three miles (2.94) of land has ocean frontage and an additional
thirty-one miles of land has bay frontage. Toms River Township also has 107 linear miles of total
tidal water along the Atlantic Ocean, Barnegat Bay, Toms River, and lagoons. Toms River
Township has more bay frontage than any other municipality in the county, as well as the most
area in the county that falls under CAFRA. Only about 14 acres of Toms River fall in the Pinelands,
which are found in the northwest corner of the Township near the border of Jackson Township in
the upper reaches of the Toms River watershed.
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Toms River Land Use
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3 P LANNING P ROCESS
3.1 Update Process and Participation Summary
Toms River participated in the 2014 Ocean County Multi-jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan.
The township worked to develop a municipal based HMP to update their actions from the county
plan to tailor risk assessment and new mitigation strategies to their own community. Additionally,
the township is in the process of updating their Master Plan. The Local Hazard Mitigation Plan
will be adopted as an element of the Master Plan. The township with adopt this plan as an
amendment to the county HMP and will continue to participate in county HMP updates so that
they can ensure that they may maximize opportunities for mitigation and mitigation grants in their
community.

3.2 The Planning Team
The Hazard Mitigation Planning Committee (HMPC) for the 2016 HMP included:












Louis Amoruso, Toms River Director of Public Works
Kathy Barisciano, CPA, Ortley Beach Voters and Taxpayers Association Treasurer
Robert J. Chankalian, PE, CME, Toms River Township Engineer
David Ciccozzi, Planning Board Chairman
Paul Daley, CEM, Toms River Emergency Management Coordinator
Noelle Lotano, CEO of the Greater Toms River Chamber of Commerce
Jay Lynch, PP, AICP, Toms River Township Planner
Samual A. Mangiapane, Environmental Commission Member
Thomas Rodgers, Toms River Emergency Management Deputy Coordinator
Erika Stahl, PP, AICP, Toms River Assistant Township Planner
William T. Suchodolski, Manager, Engineering & Construction, The Ocean County Utilities
Authority

The HMPC worked as a steering committee for several concurrent planning process and worked
to ensure integration between these planning processes. The Mayor and Business Administrator
has recommended the creation of one steering committee to work on various elements of the
Master Plan and to include representatives from the Planning Board, OEM, Public Works,
Planning, Engineering, business representative, and from the barrier island. The committee
guides four ongoing studies:
1. Toms River Township Local Hazard Mitigation Plan
2. Sustainable and Resilient Coastal Communities Plan – A plan with the New Jersey
Department of Environmental Protection to understand the challenges being faced by
Coastal Communities and how CAFRA rules may be modified to assist communities to
rebuild in a resilient and sustainable manner.
3. Toms River Township Master Plan – The Master Plan guides long range planning and is
revised every ten years. The last Master Plan is from 2006 and the new Master Plan is
intended to be adopted the end of 2016.
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4. Toms River Smart Growth Plan/Plan Endorsement – Municipal Plan Endorsement is a
voluntary review process to coordinate State, county, and municipal planning efforts to
achieve the goals and policies of the State Planning Act. The Local Hazard Mitigation Plan
will be adopted as an element of the Master Plan. The plan must be adopted by the
Township, acquire a blessing from the New Jersey Office of Planning Advocacy, New
Jersey Department of Environmental Protection, New Jersey Department of
Transportation, and other state agencies. The plan will have to be approved by the New
Jersey Planning Commission.

3.3 Meetings and Documentation
The following meetings were held during the planning process. Invitations, agendas,
presentations, sign-in sheets, and minutes for these meetings are included in Appendix C.
September 1, 2015 - Community Kick-off Meeting: A kick-off meeting was held at Town Hall in
Toms River to introduce the project to the HMPC, inform representatives about the HMP process
and schedule, and make a formal request for response to Hazards in Your Community, Capability
Assessment and NFIP Surveys.
November 4, 2015 - Hazard Mitigation Update: A call was held to provide an update on the
Toms River CVA, discuss the HMP template, and review the upcoming meeting schedule.
December 3, 2015 - Public Meeting #1: This public meeting was held at the Toms River
Municipal Complex. The meeting involved a presentation with a discussion of the HMP, hazard
review, mitigation opportunities for the community, and the planning timeline. An input map was
available for community comment and is included in Appendix C. The meeting closed with a
question and answer session.
December 7, 2015 - Public Meeting #2: The second Toms River HMP public meeting was held
at the Toms River Municipal Complex. Discussion topics and activities were the same as for Public
Meeting #1.
December 9, 2015 - Public Meeting #3: The third Toms River HMP public meeting was also held
at the Toms River Municipal Complex. Discussion topics and activities were the same as for Public
Meetings #1 and #2.
May 20, 2016 – HMPC Meeting: David Kutner of NJ Future and Jessica Jahre of Princeton Hydro
presented first draft of coastal flooding analysis. Craig Wenger and Sarah Bowen presented
results of Community Vulnerability Analysis and draft Mitigation Strategy for committee review.
June 30, 2016 – Mitigation Strategy Update: Mitigation Strategy detailed update with
Engineering and Planning staff.
July 20, 2016 – HMPC Meeting: David Kutner of NJ Future, Jessica Jahre of Princeton Hydro,
and Kelly Pflicke of NJ DEP presented recommendations for long range actions to respond to
future flooding analysis. Sarah Bowen provided brief update on Mitigation Strategy for committee
review.
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July 20, 2016 – Planning Board Meeting: Sarah Bowen presented a Local Hazard Mitigation
Plan summary. The request from the board was to add Hurricane Sandy maps to plan since many
property owners in the community will respond more strongly to the Hurricane Sandy impact than
other types of flood mapping.

3.4 Public and Other Stakeholder Participation
Meetings were held to gather input into the HMP, guide the planning process, and to leverage
federal and state resources. Three public meetings were held at the beginning of the process to
provide input on hazard identification and mitigation activities, as well as at the end of the process
to review and provide comments on the draft plan. Invitations, agendas, presentations, sign-in
sheets, and minutes for these meetings are included in Appendix C.
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4 R ISK A SSESSMENT
4.1 Update Process Summary
This risk assessment provides a factual basis for activities proposed by Toms River in its
mitigation strategy. It is recognized that flooding and flood-related impacts are the greatest hazard
to Toms River. As such, this HMP focuses on and profiles flood-related hazards only. Non-flood
related hazards that impact Toms River can be referenced in the Ocean County HMP. Flood
hazards that affect Toms River are identified and defined in terms of location and geographic
extent, magnitude of impact, previous events, and likelihood of future occurrence.

4.2 Hazard Identification
4.2.1 Table of Presidential Disaster Declarations
This HMP focuses on and profiles five flood-related hazards, including coastal erosion, flood,
hurricane, tropical storm, and nor'easter, sea level rise, and stormwater drainage. Toms River will
continue to address non-flood related hazards through its continued participation in the Ocean
County HMP. These hazards include drought, earthquake, extreme temperatures, tornado and
windstorm, wildfire, winter storms, environmental hazards, nuclear incidents, transportation
accidents, urban fire and explosion, and utility interruption.
Presidential Major Disaster and Emergency Declarations are issued when it has been determined
that state and local governments need assistance in responding to a disaster event. These
declarations are only made at the county level. Table 4.2.1-1 identifies Presidential Disaster and
Emergency Declarations issued between 1955 through 2015 that have affected Toms River.
Flooding-related incidents which have been identified to have a greater impact on Toms River are
highlighted.
Table 4.2.1-1

Presidential Major Disaster and Emergency Declarations affecting Toms River

NUMBER

DATE

INCIDENT DESCRIPTION

DECLARATION TYPE

4086

10/30/2012

Hurricane Sandy

Major Disaster Declaration

4021

8/31/2011

Hurricane Irene

Major Disaster Declaration

3354

10/28/2012

Hurricane Sandy

Emergency Declaration

3332

8/27/2011

Hurricane Irene

Emergency Declaration

3257

9/19/2005

Hurricane Katrina Evacuation

Emergency Declaration

3181

3/20/2003

Snowstorm

Emergency Declaration

3169

9/19/2001

Terrorist Attack Emergency
Declaration

Emergency Declaration

3156

11/1/2000

Virus Threat

Emergency Declaration

3148

9/16/1999

Hurricane Floyd

Emergency Declaration

3106

3/17/1993

Severe Blizzard

Emergency Declaration
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Table 4.2.1-1

Presidential Major Disaster and Emergency Declarations affecting Toms River

3083

10/19/1980

Water Shortage

Emergency Declaration

1954

2/4/2011

Severe Winter Storm and
Snowstorm

Major Disaster Declaration

1897

4/2/2010

Severe Storms and Flooding

Major Disaster Declaration

1873

2/5/2010

Snowstorm

Major Disaster Declaration

1867

12/22/2009

Severe Storms and Flooding
Associated with Tropical
Depression Ida and a Nor'easter

Major Disaster Declaration

1206

3/3/1998

Coastal Storm

Major Disaster Declaration

1088

1/13/1996

Blizzard

Major Disaster Declaration

973

12/18/1992

Coastal Storm, High Tides, Heavy
Rain, Flooding

Major Disaster Declaration

936

3/3/1992

Severe Coastal Storm

Major Disaster Declaration

701

4/12/1984

Coastal Storms, Flooding

Major Disaster Declaration

528

2/8/1977

Ice Conditions

Major Disaster Declaration

519

8/21/1976

Severe Storms, High Winds,
Flooding

Major Disaster Declaration

310

9/4/1971

Heavy Rains, Flooding

Major Disaster Declaration

205

8/18/1965

Water Shortage

Major Disaster Declaration

124

3/9/1962

Severe Storm, High Tides,
Flooding

Major Disaster Declaration

41

8/20/1955

Hurricane, Floods

Major Disaster Declaration

4.2.2 Summary of Hazards
While Presidential Disaster Declarations represent some of the largest disasters to impact Toms
River, this HMP focuses on and profiles five flooding-related hazards, including coastal erosion,
flood, hurricane, tropical storm, and nor'easter, sea level rise, and stormwater drainage. These
hazards were selected for review based on research into hazards present in Toms River and
reviewing the Ocean County Hazard Mitigation Plan and the New Jersey 2011 State Hazard
Mitigation Plan. Table 4.2.2-1 provides a definition of all the hazards reviewed for the Toms River
HMP.
Table 4.2.2-1
HAZARD

Coastal Erosion

Definitions of Hazards Review
DEFINITION
Coastal erosion is a natural coastal process in which sediment outflow
exceeds sediment inflow at a particular location. These sediments are
typically transported from one location to another by wind, waves, currents,
tides, wind-driven water, waterborne ice, runoff of surface waters, or
groundwater seepage. Depending on the location and processes in place,
coastal erosion can take place very slowly, whereby the shoreline shifts only
inches to a foot per year; or more rapidly, whereby changes can exceed ten
feet per year. Intense storms and human interference can result in a sudden
or rapid loss of land where large portions of a beach or dune are washed
away by strong currents and large waves. (FEMA, 1997).
15
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Table 4.2.2-1

Definitions of Hazards Review

HAZARD

Flooding (riverine,
coastal, storm surge,
tsunami)

Hurricane, Tropical
Storm, Nor'easter

Sea Level Rise

Stormwater Drainage

DEFINITION
Flooding is the temporary condition of partial or complete inundation on
normally dry land and it is the most frequent and costly of all hazards in New
Jersey. Flooding events are generally the result of excessive precipitation.
General flooding is typically experienced when precipitation occurs over a
given river basin for an extended period of time. Riverine flooding is the
accumulation of water within a water body (e.g., stream, river, lake, or
reservoir) and the overflow of excess water onto adjacent floodplains.
Riverine flooding occurs to some extent almost every year and is considered
New Jersey’s number one hazard. A storm surge is the rise of water levels
during a storm measured by the difference between actual measured water
levels and predicted astronomic tide levels. Though not as costly as other
flood events, coastal flooding has caused beach erosion, damage to dunes
and shore protection structures as well as tidal flooding impacts. There is an
increased risk of flooding when the onset of coastal storms and storm surges
occur at high tides. Slow moving storms can last through many high tides
causing a great deal of damage. A tsunami is a series of ocean waves
generated by sudden displacements in the sea floor, landslides, or volcanic
activity. In the deep ocean, the tsunami wave may only be a few inches high.
The tsunami wave may come gently ashore or may increase in height to
become a fast moving wall of turbulent water several meters high. The
probability of a large tsunami impacting the coast of New Jersey is very
small due to the position of New Jersey on the trailing edge of the North
Atlantic Plate (NJ HMP 2011). All forms of flooding can damage
infrastructure (USACE, 2007).
Hurricanes, tropical storms, and nor'easters are classified as cyclones and
are any closed circulation developing around a low-pressure center in which
the winds rotate counter-clockwise (in the Northern Hemisphere) and whose
diameter averages 10-30 miles across. Because of its northern location on
the Atlantic coastline, direct hits by storms of hurricane strength have a
relatively low probability of impacting New Jersey, compared to the Southern
coastal and Gulf States. It is possible for the entire State to be impacted by
hurricanes, although wind and surge effects tend to be concentrated in
coastal areas, as well as specific riverine regions that may experience storm
surge backwater effects (NJ HMP 2011). The majority of hurricanes and
tropical storms form in the Atlantic Ocean, Caribbean Sea, and Gulf of
Mexico during the official Atlantic hurricane season of June through
November (FEMA, 1997).
Sea level rise is caused by the combination of eustatic and isostatic sea
level effects. Eustatic effects refers to alterations in global sea level due to
changes in the volume of water in ocean basins through processes such as
thermal expansion, glacial melt, etc., or net changes in the size of ocean
basins. Global (i.e., eustatic) sea level rise has been occurring since the
decline of the last glacial maximum approximately 20,000 years ago (Clark
et al., 2009). Isostatic sea level effects refer to local changes in vertical land
movement.
Land development can impact the hydrology of an area. Pervious surfaces
such as vegetation and soil provide the benefits of intercepting and absorbing
stormwater; however, as communities grow and continue to develop,
impervious surfaces such as parking lots, paved roadways, sidewalks, and
buildings may replace vegetation and other pervious surfaces. As a result,
less stormwater is absorbed through natural processes and more must be
managed by stormwater infrastructure, such as gutters, channels, culverts,
storm drains, and storm sewers. This infrastructure is constructed to transport
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Table 4.2.2-1

Definitions of Hazards Review

HAZARD

DEFINITION
stormwater to local waterways and alleviate stormwater-related impacts,
including flooding and erosion. However, as infrastructure ages and
development continues to replace formerly pervious areas, stormwater
infrastructure may not adequately accommodate the flow of stormwater during
severe storm events, which can result in localized flash flooding and soil
erosion.

4.3 Hazard Profiles
4.3.1 Coastal Erosion
Coastal erosion is a process of shoreline recession due to natural or man-made causes. Erosion
naturally results from sea level rise, flooding, strong wave action, and large storms but can also
be caused by shore protection structures, inappropriate land use, and other changes along the
shoreline. Erosion can destroy personal, commercial, and public property along the coast.
4.3.1.1 Location and Extent
Coastal and bayside communities in New Jersey, including Toms River, are often subject to
coastline changes due to coastal erosion. The coastal barriers of Toms River Township include
Chadwick Beach and Ortley Beach and are fronted by a narrow beach-dune system. The dunes
and beaches along the coastal segments of Toms River have historically experienced the effects
of long-term chronic erosion, as well as episodic erosion, recently as a result of Hurricane Sandy
(CRC, 2012a). Additionally, residential and commercial development fronts the beaches
throughout these areas. A dune, or Primary Frontal Dune (PFD), combined with a beach is the
barrier island community’s primary form of protection from coastal storm surge and wave damage
from the Atlantic Ocean in the absence of hard structures (i.e., seawalls).
Coastal erosion can be classified as either chronic erosion or episodic erosion. Chronic erosion
is characterized as the gradual recession of the shoreline over a period of decades. Episodic
erosion occurs in response to flood events or coastal storms with a rapid recession of the
shoreline (DNREC, 2013). Across the US, erosion rates can vary greatly; it is not uncommon to
find erosion rates ranging from 25 feet per year on barrier islands in the Southeast to 50 feet per
year along the Great Lakes (NOAA, 2015). However, coastal erosion rates can also be much
lower and will depend on human activities, severe storms, flooding, and sea level rise in a given
area.
Erosion can also impact the estuarine wetland shorelines, such as those along the Barnegat Bay
in Toms River. Wetland shoreline erosion is an increasingly important element of erosion. Wetland
plants serve as physical barriers to waves and anchor soils, making soils less likely to wash away.
In 2012, NJDEP’s Coastal Management Office modeled shoreline retreat along the western side
of Barnegat Bay. This GIS exercise showed an average shoreline loss of 75 feet of retreat with
an overall range of 21 to 107 feet from 1995 to 2007 (NJDEP, 2012). After Hurricane Sandy, there
has been a great deal of attention placed on preventing shoreline loss and using living shorelines
to reduce wetland losses and protect wetlands.
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4.3.1.2 Range of Magnitude
Toms River has experience coastal erosion, including as an impact of severe coastal storms, and
the community remains vulnerable to these hazard events. Toms River is the eighth most
populous municipality in New Jersey, with a year round population of 88,791, which can greatly
increase during the summer. Many residences for year-round and seasonal residents in Toms
River are located on or near waterfront property. Erosion during coastal storms is generally
moderate but can be severe. Coastal erosion results in accumulated sediment in some areas and
in depletion of sediment in others (CFOS, 2013). For example, erosion of dune-beach systems
can cause sediment to be transported offshore, some of which will form bars and eventually return
back to the beach during periods of low wave energy. During severe coastal storms, dune
breaches can cause the accumulation of sand landward of the beach-dune system and the
movement of sand offshore.
Erosion impacts from Hurricane Sandy could be considered a worst-case scenario event. Ortley
Beach was estimated to have lost about 18 cubic yards of sand per foot of shoreline as a result
of the storm (Toms River, 2014). As discussed in the Toms River CVA, a visual inspection of
aerial imagery before and after Hurricane Sandy in 2012 shows sand, debris, and damaged
homes throughout the barrier island (Toms River, 2016). The USACE estimated that Hurricane
Sandy produced “Major” exposure based on storm tide thresholds between +6 and +9 ft. Mean
Higher High Water (MHHW) with a storm recurrence interval between a 3.3- and 0.5-percent
annual chance event (USACE, 2013). These recurrence interval estimates were for the New
Jersey Atlantic Coastline between Townsends Inlet to the south and Mantoloking to the north
respectively. Since Toms River is located at the northern extent of this recurrence interval range,
the recurrence interval for Hurricane Sandy in Toms River Township was most likely close to a
0.5-percent annual chance event.
Erosion can also impact areas along the Barnegat Bay. Estuarine wetlands shoreline loss due to
erosion is a result of a dynamic interaction between the physical processes (waves and tides) and
the geologic composition of a specific location and sea level rise. Many of the changes observed
over days to years are caused by storms or changes in the amount of sediment available to
sustain the shore (NJ MACWA 2012). Much of Toms River’s bay shoreline is hardened, such as
with bulkheads, and these areas are not subject to coastal erosion. However, there are several
estuarine beaches along the bay and a few areas where fringe tidal marsh and marsh sedge
islands front development. These areas provide a buffer between development and storm
surge/waves.
4.3.1.3 Past Occurrence
Coastal erosion has historically impacted beaches in coastal New Jersey and Toms River. Past
occurrences of hurricanes, tropical storms, and Nor’easters detailed in Section 4.3.3.3 have been
major contributors to coastal erosion in the community, while other natural processes have
caused erosion as well.
The Richard Stockton College Coastal Research Center (CRC) established the New Jersey
Beach Profile Network (NJBPN) in 1986 to monitor conditions along New Jersey coasts. One of
the 100 beach profile sites is Ortley Beach in Toms River. Twice a year, the dune, beach, and
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areas near the shore are surveyed and analyzed for changes in shoreline position and sand
volume. The 2011 NJBN Annual Report included a 25-year shoreline change analysis, which
explained that Ortley Beach has endured extensive changes to its shoreline positon since 1986,
particularly between the 1992 and 2003. Shoreline retreat also accelerated between 2003 and
2010, but there was some recovery between 2010 and 2011 (CRC, 2011).
In 2012, the New Jersey shoreline was greatly impacted by Hurricane Sandy. Overwash
decimated Ortley Beach, and many oceanfront and near-oceanfront homes were damaged.
Northern parts of Ortley Beach experienced less damage than areas to the south. Surveys
identified that five-feet of elevation was stripped away at one survey site, while in another location,
all that remained was a flat, featureless beach (CRC, 2012b). Since 2012, sand migrated back to
the shoreline from offshore deposits created by Hurricane Sandy, and sand was manually hauled
back to generate a dune (CRC, 2015).
4.3.1.4 Future Occurrence
The hydrological processes along Toms River’s Atlantic Ocean and Barnegat Bay shorelines are
continuous but rates of erosion can vary as a result of natural and human-caused influences.
Overall, the future occurrence of coastal erosion in Toms River can be considered likely, as
defined by the Risk Factor methodology probability criteria (see Table 4.4.1-1).
4.3.2 Flood
Flooding is the temporary condition of partial or complete inundation on normally dry land and it
is the most frequent and costly of all hazards in Toms River. Flooding concerns in Toms River
include riverine flooding from excessive precipitation, high tides, or stormwater flow issues, and
Atlantic Ocean coastal flooding from storm surge, storm tide, and shallow coastal flooding.
Riverine flooding is typically experienced when precipitation occurs over a given river basin for an
extended period of time. Flash flooding is usually a result of heavy localized precipitation falling
over a short time period over a given location. In Toms River, flash flooding would occur in
developed areas where much of the ground is covered by impervious surfaces. The severity of a
flood event is dependent upon a combination of stream and river basin topography and
physiography, hydrology, precipitation and weather patterns, present soil moisture conditions, the
degree of vegetative clearing as well as the presence of impervious surfaces in and around floodprone areas (NOAA, 2009). Coastal flooding, on the other hand, occurs when a severe storm with
heavy winds pushes water onto the shore above the predicted tide. Storm tide is also a concern
for coastal flooding. According to the National Hurricane Center, storm tide “is defined as the
water level rise due to the combination of storm surge and the astronomical tide” (NHC, 2013).
The storm tide was a major factor during Hurricane Sandy. Shallow coastal flooding occurs when
there is little to no wind influence when excessive precipitation occurs during high tides.
A flood is a natural event for rivers, streams, and coastlines. Excess water from snowmelt, rainfall,
or storm surge accumulates and overflows onto the banks and adjacent floodplains. Floodplains
are lowlands, adjacent to rivers, lakes, and oceans that are subject to recurring floods. Hundreds
of floods occur each year, making it one of the most common hazards in all fifty states and the
United States territories. Floods kill an average of one hundred fifty people a year nationwide.
They can occur at any time of the year, in any part of the country, and at any time of the day or
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night. Floodplains in the United States are home to over nine million households. Most injuries
and deaths occur when people are swept away by flood currents, and most property damage
results from inundation by sediment-filled water.
Several factors determine the severity of floods, including rainfall intensity and duration. A large
amount of rainfall over a short time span may result in flash flood conditions. A small amount of
rain may also result in flooding in locations where the soil is saturated from a previous wet period,
or if the rain is concentrated in an area of impermeable surfaces such as large parking lots, paved
roadways, or other impervious areas. Topography and ground cover are also contributing factors
for floods. Water runoff is generally greater in areas with steep slopes and little or no vegetative
ground cover.
4.3.2.1 Location and Extent
Toms River Township is a 41.62 square mile coastal community that contains inland areas, two
separate sections of land on the northern barrier island of Ocean County, and neighborhoods
along the Barnegat Bay, the Toms River, and Long Swamp Creek. Approximately three miles of
land in Toms River Township has ocean frontage and an additional third-one miles has bay
frontage (Toms River, 2006). As a result, several areas of the Township are highly flood-prone,
particularly the segments of Toms River on the barrier island, which is typically 0.5 to 0.75 miles
wide and bounded to the east by the Atlantic Ocean and to the west by the Barnegat Bay.
Riverine and storm water flooding in Toms River may include overflow from the Toms River and
Long Swamp Creek, flash floods, overburdened storm water drainage infrastructure, or high
groundwater levels. Coastal flooding in Toms River is typically the result of tropical storms,
hurricanes, and mid-latitude low-pressure systems, which are often referred to as extra tropical
storms or nor’easters.
The size of the floodplain is described by the recurrence interval of a given flood. In assessing
the potential spatial extent of flooding, it is important to know that a floodplain associated with a
flood that has a 10-percent chance of occurring in a given year is smaller than the floodplain
associated with a flood that has a 0.2-percent annual chance of occurring.
The NFIP, for which Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs) are published, identifies the 1-percent
annual chance flood. This 1-percent annual chance flood event is used to delineate the Special
Flood Hazard Area (SFHA) and identify Base Flood Elevations. Figure 4.3.2-1 illustrates these
terms for riverine flood events. The SFHA serves as the primary regulatory boundary used by
FEMA, the state of New Jersey, and Toms River.
Toms River experiences flooding from coastal storms and tide cycles as well as a result of flash
flood events. Areas along the Toms River, Long Swamp Creek, Kettle Creek, and the North
Branch Creek of Silver Bay are all subject to riverine flooding, while the barrier islands and coastal
wetland areas along the Barnegat Bay are often impacted by coastal flood events.
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Diagram Identifying Special Flood Hazard Area, 1-Percent Annual Chance
Floodplain, Floodway, and Flood

(1-Percent Annual Chance Floodplain)

Figure 4.3.2-2 illustrates SFHA terminology for coastal flood zones. Coastal SFHAs are defined
differently as they take into consideration wave height. V zones (coastal high hazard areas) are
portions of the SFHA where wave heights are greater than 3 feet. Building requirements are more
stringent in V Zones compared to A Zones. The Limit of Moderate Wave Action (LiMWA) indicates
the inland limit of the area expected to receive 1.5’ or greater breaking waves during a 1-percent
annual chance flood event.
Coastal VE and AE Flood Zones (FEMA, 2015)
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Effective Countywide FIRMs were released in digital GIS format for Toms River on September
29, 2006. However, these FIRMs are currently in the process of being updated for Toms River
through FEMA’s Risk MAP program. Recently released Preliminary FIRMs (released on March
28, 2014 and January 30, 2015) are considered the best available data at the time of developing
this HMP. This Preliminary data was used to prepare maps and analysis in this plan.
Both the Effective and Preliminary FIRMs and GIS data can be obtained from the FEMA Map
Service Center (www.msc.fema.gov). These maps can be used to identify the expected spatial
extent and elevation of flooding from a 1-percent and 0.2-percent annual chance event for Toms
River.
The Risk Map program is working to strengthen the link between hazard mitigation planning and
floodplain map updates to improve mitigation strategies and more clearly explain risk to the
general public, government officials, and other stakeholders. The Risk MAP FIRM update has
created new datasets for Toms River including Changes Since Last FIRM polygons and Flood
Depth Grids. The new products are available as of December 1, 2014 at FEMA’s Region 2 Coastal
Analysis and Mapping website (http://www.region2coastal.com/flood-risk-tools).
The following Figures depict flood hazard areas throughout Toms River: Figure 4.3.2-3 shows the
location of flood hazard areas throughout the entire municipality, Figure 4.3.2-4 displays flood
hazard areas for the areas surrounding the Toms River and Long Swamp Creek, Figure 4.3.2-5
depicts the flood hazard areas along the Barnegat Bay, and Figure 4.3.2-6 shows flood hazard
areas for the Barrier Island. Figure 4.3.2-7 through Figure 4.3.2-9 depict flood depths as identified
in the new Flood Depth Grid Risk Map dataset for these same areas of the municipality.
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Location of Flood Hazard Areas in Toms River – Entire Township
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Location of Flood Hazard Areas in Toms River – Toms River and Long Swamp Creek
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Location of Flood Hazard Areas in Toms River – Barnegat Bay
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Location of Flood Hazard Areas in Toms River – Barrier Island
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Location of 1% Flood Depths in Toms River – Toms River and Long Swamp Creek
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Location of 1% Flood Depths in Toms River – Barnegat Bay
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Location of 1% Flood Depths in Toms River – Barrier Island
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4.3.2.2 Range of Magnitude
Floods are considered hazards when people and property are affected. Most injuries and deaths
from flooding happen when people are swept away by flood currents, and most property damage
results from inundation by sediment-filled water. A large amount of rainfall over a short time span
can result in flash flood conditions. Small amounts of rain can result in floods in locations where
the soil is frozen or saturated from a previous wet period or if the rain is concentrated in an area
of impermeable surfaces such as large parking lots, paved roadways, or other impervious,
developed areas. Along this section of the east coast, flooding occurs most frequently in the fall
and winter, when hurricanes and nor’easters are most likely to impact the area.
Several factors determine the severity of floods, including rainfall intensity and duration,
topography, tide, wind strength, and ground cover. Water runoff is greater in areas with steep
slopes and little to no vegetative ground cover. Also, urbanization typically results in the
replacement of vegetative ground cover with impervious surfaces such as asphalt and concrete,
increasing the volume of surface runoff and stormwater, particularly in areas with poorly planned
stormwater drainage systems.
Summer floods have occurred from intense rainfall on previously saturated soils. Summer
thunderstorms deposit large quantities of rainfall over a short period of time that can result in flash
flood events, when the velocity of floodwaters has the potential to amplify the impacts of a flood
event. Coastal flooding is a concern particularly during hurricane season in the Atlantic, which
runs from June 1 to November 30, and in the winter when Nor’easters are likely to occur. For
more information on hurricanes, tropical storms, and Nor’easters, please see Section 4.3.3.
Although floods can cause damage to property and loss of life, floods are naturally occurring
events that benefit riparian systems that have not been disrupted by human actions. Such benefits
include groundwater recharge and the introduction of nutrient-rich sediment that improves soil
fertility. However, the destruction of riparian buffers, changes to land use and land cover
throughout a watershed, and the introduction of chemical or biological contaminants that often
accompany human presence cause environmental harm when floods occur. Hazardous materials
are also potential sources of contamination during flood events and within Toms River, chlorine
supplies at beach clubs are a concern. Other negative environmental impacts of flooding in Toms
River include waterborne diseases, heavy siltation, and drowning of both humans and animals.
4.3.2.3 Past Occurrence
Toms River has a long history of flooding events. Most of these events have been detailed in the
Hurricane, Tropical Storm and Nor’easter section of this HMP.
One of the most recent hurricane or tropical storm events in Toms River was Tropical Storm Irene.
Irene struck New Jersey on August 27, 2011 and resulted in an Emergency Declaration. Around
one million people were evacuated from the coastal and low-lying areas. Heavy rainfall led to
cresting of major streams and rivers in the state while strong wind gusts took utilities out of service.
A tornado formed in New Jersey during the storm in addition to a 3 to 5 foot storm surge, causing
tidal flooding. Six people died of drowning due to Irene across the state of New Jersey. The total
cost is estimated at one billion across the state. The storm also caused prolonged power outages
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and road closures. Until Hurricane Sandy in 2012, it was the costliest natural disaster in the state
of New Jersey.
The worst storm to hit Toms River was Hurricane Sandy in 2012. On October 29, 2012, Hurricane
Sandy made landfall near Atlantic City, New Jersey during a high tide cycle as it transitioned from
a tropical to an extra-tropical cyclone. Sandy still had sustained winds of 80 miles per hour when
it made landfall (NCDC, 2016). In Toms River the maximum sustained winds were 68 mph. In
nearby Mantoloking, the highest water crest was 8.7 feet above mean lower low water. Toms
River, particularly the portions on the barrier island, were devastated by the storm. Homes and
businesses were destroyed, beaches were re-shaped, streets were flooded, and natural gas lines
were damaged. Toms River also experienced prolonged power outages. The total cost of the
hurricane in NJ was estimated to be $29.4 billion (NY Times, 2012). This event was declared as
both an Emergency Declaration and as a Presidential Declaration of Major Disaster. Figure 4.3.210 depicts the Hurricane Sandy inundation areas throughout Toms River. As shown, communities
along the Barnegat Bay, the Toms River, and the barrier island were most impacted.
The Ortley Beach section of Toms River was significantly impacted by coastal flooding and storm
surge as a result of Hurricane Sandy. The majority of Ortley Beach is less than ten feet above
sea level, and according to FEMA storm surge mapping, almost the entirety of Ortley Beach
experienced storm surge during Hurricane Sandy and several buildings were decimated by the
storm. The greatest damage occurred in the northern parts of Ortley Beach, and a total of 1,186
properties in the neighborhood were substantially damaged throughout Ortley Beach according
to FEMA. In the area of Dover Beaches North, which includes the neighborhoods of Chadwick
Beach, Ocean Beach, and Normandy Beach, powerful storm surge caused significant flooding
and left sand as far inland as Route 35. According to FEMA, the neighborhood had 1,542
substantially damaged buildings. Storm surge and flooding was also widespread in the lagoon
neighborhood of Silver Bay; the South Branch of Kettle Creek and other waterways overflowed,
and flooding occurred at Green Island and in communities along Silver Bay Road, South Shore
Drive, and Merrimac Drive. A total of 727 properties were substantially damaged in Silver Bay
according to FEMA. Fischer Boulevard experienced similar flood impacts, with properties along
Dillon’s Creek, Fischer Boulevard, and Garfield Avenue flooding due to storm surge. Route 37
was also impacted by surge from the bay up as far west as Lloyd Road. A total of 492 properties
were deemed substantially damaged in the Fischer Boulevard neighborhood. Storm surge also
impacted neighborhoods along the banks of the Toms River, and the surge continued up Long
Swamp Creek to its intersection with Washington Street. Storm surge and flooding also inundated
parts of downtown Toms River, including all properties south of West Water Street (Toms River
Township, 2014).
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Location of Hurricane Sandy Inundation Areas in Toms River Township
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In addition to the aforementioned past flood events, the NFIP identifies properties that frequently
experience flooding. Repetitive loss (RL) properties are structures insured under the NFIP that
have had at least two paid flood losses of more than $1,000 over any 10-year period since 1978.
A property is considered a severe repetitive loss (SRL) property either when there are at least
four losses (each exceeding $5,000) or when there are two or more losses where the building
payments exceed the property value. Mitigating RL and SRL properties is one of the goals of the
NJ State Hazard Mitigation Plan.
The table below shows the number of NFIP policies in force, the number and amount of paid
losses, the number of repetitive loss events, and the amount of repetitive loss payments. Toms
River has 40 RL buildings and 25 SRL buildings. Most of Toms River’s SRL properties are postwar, pre-FIRM construction on the barrier island. Figures 4.3.2-11 through 4.3.2-13 depict
generalized RL and SRL areas in comparison to the flood hazard areas, flood depths, and sea
level rise vulnerability throughout the entire municipality.
Table 4.3.2-1 Summary of NFIP Policies, losses, and repetitive loss properties through November,
2016 (FEMA CIS, 2016)
TOTAL # OF
TOTAL
# OF CLOSED PAID
AMOUNT OF
POLICIES IN FORCE
REPETITIVE LOSS
REPETITIVE LOSS
LOSSES
CLOSED PAID LOSSES
EVENTS
PAYMENTS
8,557

7,906

$495,105,480.59

843

$33,658,307.04

New Jersey state law has authorized the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection to
regulate and approve the location, design and construction of major facilities in certain coastal
areas. Regulated development includes marine terminals and public projects, such as new roads,
wastewater treatment systems, parking lots, and landfills. Amendments to the law have expanded
jurisdiction to include all development on beaches and dunes, as well as first uses adjacent to
and landward of beaches, dunes, and tidal areas. This law is known as the Coastal Areas Facility
Resources Act (CAFRA). Coastal areas regulated under this Act are from mean high water inland
to an irregular line drawn along public roads, railroads and other features. Toms River is located
within the CAFRA boundaries.
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Location of Repetitive Loss Areas over Flood Hazard Areas in Toms River Township
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Location of Repetitive Loss Areas over Flood Depths in Toms River Township
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Location of Repetitive Loss Areas over Sea Level Rise Vulnerability in Toms River Township
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4.3.2.4 Future Occurrence
In Toms River, flooding is a common occurrence and can occur during any season of the year.
Therefore, the future occurrence of floods in Toms River can be considered likely as defined by
the Risk Factor Methodology probability criteria (see Table 4.4.1-1). Floods are described in terms
of their extent (including the horizontal area affected and the vertical depth of floodwaters) and
the related probability of occurrence. The NFIP uses historical records to determine the probability
of occurrence for different extents of flooding. The probability of occurrence is expressed in
percentages as the chance of a flood of a specific extent occurring in any given year.
The NFIP recognizes the 1-percent annual chance flood, also known as the base flood, as the
standard for identifying properties subject to federal flood insurance purchase requirements. A 1percent annual chance flood is a flood that has a 1-percent chance of occurring over a given year.
The FIRMs are used to identify areas subject to the 1 and 0.2-percent annual chance flooding.
Areas subject to 2-percent and 10-percent annual chance events are not shown on maps;
however, water surface elevations associated with these events are included in the Flood
Insurance Study Report.
Predicted sea level rise will also increase the risk of damages and losses due to future coastal
flooding events. Rising sea level over time will shorten the return period, thus increasing the
frequency, of significant flood events. For example; sea level rise of 1 foot over a period of 50
years may cause a flood event currently of 2-percent annual probability to become an event of
10-percent annual probability. For more information about sea level risk and its potential impacts
on Toms River, please see Section 4.3.4
4.3.3 Hurricane, Tropical Storm, Nor’easter
4.3.3.1 Location and Extent
Hurricanes, tropical storms, and Nor’easters that impact Toms River originate in tropical or subtropical waters found in the Atlantic Ocean between the African Coast and the Lesser Antilles, the
Gulf of Mexico, or the Caribbean Sea. Tropical depressions are cyclones with maximum sustained
winds of less than 39 miles per hour (mph). A tropical storm is a cyclone with maximum sustained
winds between 39-74 mph. Tropical storms sometimes develop into hurricanes with wind speeds
in excess of 74 mph.
Toms River is vulnerable to wind and surge effects when storms hit. Tropical storms can also
track inland causing heavy rainfall and strong winds, putting the entirety of the municipality at risk.
Though cooler waters near the New Jersey coast tend to weaken storms as they travel up the
coast, New Jersey, Ocean County, and Toms River have specifically been impacted by all three
types of storms in the past. These storms move quickly and can impact very large areas hundreds
to thousands of miles across. Areas of Toms River that are subject to flooding, wind, and winter
storm damage are especially vulnerable.
Figure 4.3.3-1 shows wind speed zones developed by the American Society of Civil Engineers
based on information including 40 years of tornado history and over 100 years of hurricane history.
It identifies wind speeds that could occur across the United States to be used as the basis for
design and evaluation of the structural integrity of shelters and critical facilities.
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All of New Jersey and Toms River lie within Zone II, meaning design wind speeds for shelters and
critical facilities should be able to withstand a 3-second gust of up to 160 mph, regardless of
whether the gust is the result of a tornado, hurricane, tropical storm, or windstorm event. Toms
River also falls wholly within the identified Hurricane Susceptibility Region.
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Wind Zones in the United States and New Jersey (ASCE, 1998)

4.3.3.2 Range of Magnitude
Tropical depressions are defined as tropical cyclones with maximum sustained winds of less than
39 miles per hour (mph). They have low pressure systems but lack the spiral shape and eye of
stronger storms. Cyclones with maximum sustained winds between 39-74 mph are called a
tropical storm and are named by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
Though these storms typically have no eye, they start to form a cyclonic shape. Tropical storms
sometimes develop into hurricanes if the wind speeds exceed 74 mph. Hurricanes have an eye
present, which is a central area of calm that is surrounded by a wall of strong winds and
thunderstorms. If the cyclone of a tropical storm or hurricane has lost its “tropical” characteristics
and has cold air at its core, rather than warm air, the term extra-tropical is used to describe it.
Extra-tropical storms are characterized by a change in weather pattern; its winds may still be as
great as a tropical storm or hurricane force. Wind damage and flooding are the primary impacts
associated with hurricanes and tropical storms. Tornadoes may develop during these events. In
the past, tropical storm and hurricane events have brought intense rainfall, flooding, high winds,
waterlogged soils, and subsequently fallen trees and downed utility poles to Toms River.
Wind speed is used to measure the strength and potential impact of tropical storm or hurricane
events have on an area. Expected damage from hurricane force winds can be anticipated using
the Saffir-Simpson Scale. The Saffir-Simpson Scale categorizes hurricane intensity linearly based
upon maximum sustained winds, barometric pressure, and storm surge potential which are
combined to estimate potential damage. Figure 4.3.3-2 lists Saffir-Simpson Scale categories with
associated wind speeds and expected damages. Categories 3, 4, and 5 are classified as “major”
hurricanes. While major hurricanes comprise only 20 percent of all tropical cyclones making
landfall, they account for over 70 percent of the damage in the United States. The likelihood of
these damages occurring in Toms River is assessed in Section 4.3.3.4, Future Occurrence.
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Saffir-Simpson Scale categories with associates wind speeds and damages (NHC,
2009).
STORM CATEGORY
WIND SPEED (MPH)
DESCRIPTION OF DAMAGES
MINIMAL: Damage is limited primarily to shrubbery and trees,
1
74-95
unanchored mobile homes, and signs. No significant structural
damage.
96-110

MODERATE: Some trees are toppled, some roof coverings are
damaged, and major damage occurs to mobile homes. Some
roofing material, door, and window damage.

3

111-130

EXTENSIVE: Some structural damage to small residences and
utility buildings, with a minor amount of curtain wall failures.
Mobile homes are destroyed. Large trees are toppled. Terrain may
be flooded well inland.

4

131-155

EXTREME: Extensive damage to roofs, windows, and doors; roof
systems on small buildings completely fail. More extensive curtain
wall failures. Terrain may be flooded well inland.

>155

CATASTROPHIC: Complete roof failure on many residences and
industrial buildings. Some complete building failures with small
utility buildings blown over or away. Massive evacuation of
residential areas may be required.

2

5

The potential for flooding events during hurricanes and tropical storms is significant; the risk
assessment and associated impact for these events is included in Section 4.3.2. In Toms River,
high winds typically lead to downed utility poles, and oftentimes result in utility interruptions.
Mobile homes and other manufactured housing are particularly vulnerable to high winds as these
structures are not typically well-anchored and are highly susceptible to wind damage in a
hurricane, tropical storm, or Nor’easter.
4.3.3.3 Past Occurrence
Records of all coastal storms occurring in the United States since the 1850s are maintained by
the NOAA’s Coastal Services Center. The table below lists coastal storms with centers of
circulation passing through or near Toms River.
Table 4.3.3-1
YEAR
1861
1866
1872
1874
1877
1882
1886
1888
1893
1900
1904

Previous coastal storms tracking through or within 25 nautical miles of Toms River
EVENT
Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed

STRENGTH IN OR NEAR TOMS RIVER
Tropical Storm
Extratropical Cyclone
Tropical Storm
Tropical Storm
Extratropical Cyclone
Tropical Storm
Tropical Depression
Extratropical Cyclone
Category 1
Tropical Storm
Extratropical Cyclone
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Table 4.3.3-1
YEAR
1924
1934
1960
1961
1971
1999
2000
2008
2011

Previous coastal storms tracking through or within 25 nautical miles of Toms River
EVENT
Unnamed
Unnamed
Brenda
Unnamed
Doria
Floyd
Gordon
Hanna
Irene

STRENGTH IN OR NEAR TOMS RIVER
Extratropical Cyclone
Tropical Storm
Tropical Storm
Tropical Storm
Tropical Storm
Tropical Storm
Extratropical Cyclone
Tropical Storm
Tropical Storm

Several storms have impacted the County without tracking near or through it; these storm events
include two unnamed hurricanes in 1938 and 1944 along with Hurricane Katrina (2005), which
was declared a Presidential Disaster. Please note that Sandy ranged from a post-tropical cyclone
to Category 3 hurricane during its course through the Atlantic and up the North Atlantic coast.
Sandy is often referred to as a Super Storm in press and research publications as well. For
consistency this plan refers to Sandy as a Hurricane except when referencing publications using
the term Super Storm. More information about coastal erosion and flooding impacts of Hurricane
Sandy can be found in Sections 4.3.1.3 and Section 4.3.2.3 respectively.
4.3.3.4 Future Occurrence
The probability of future hurricane and tropical storm events for Toms River is high. The National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Hurricane Research Division published the map
included in the figure below which shows the chance that a tropical storm or hurricane will affect
a given area during the entire Atlantic hurricane season spanning from June to November.
However, the probability of a storm’s intensity cannot be gleaned from the figure. Based on
historical data between 1944 and 1999, this map reveals there is approximately 24 to 36 percent
chance of experiencing a tropical storm or hurricane event between June and November of any
given year in Toms River. This probability can be described as likely, as defined by the Risk Factor
methodology probability criteria (see Table 4.4.1-1).
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Seasonal probability of a hurricane or tropical storm affecting Toms River (NOAA,
HRD, 2009)

4.3.4 Sea Level Rise
Within this risk assessment, sea level rise is described in terms of relative sea level change.
Relative sea level change is the height of the sea with respect to a specific point on land (Parris
et al., 2012). It is caused by the combination of eustatic and isostatic sea level effects. Eustatic
effects refers to alterations in global sea level due to changes in the volume of water in ocean
basins through processes such as thermal expansion, glacial melt, etc., or net changes in the size
of ocean basins. Global (i.e., eustatic) sea level rise has been occurring since the decline of the
last glacial maximum approximately 20,000 years ago (Clark et al., 2009). Isostatic sea level
effects refer to local changes in vertical land movement. Figure 4.3.4-1 illustrates the various
processes which contribute to relative sea level change.
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Graphic illustration of causes of sea level change (IPCC, 2001)

4.3.4.2 Location and Extent
Sea level rise impacts much of Toms River to varying degrees with moderate impacts along the
Atlantic Ocean coastline, but much more severe impacts along the Barnegat Bay and the Toms
River shorelines.
There are specific mechanisms which influence the location and extent of sea level rise. Sea level
rise can result in the permanent submergence of low-lying coastal areas. In a simple sense, it can
be assumed that a one foot rise in sea level will generally inundate areas that have an elevation
of one foot or less. Figure 4.3.4-2 through Figure 4.3.4-4 identify areas of potential permanent
inundation under a 1 ft. and 3 ft. increase in sea level rise relative to mean higher high water
(MHHW) for Toms River Township. It is important to recognize that hazard areas identified in
these figures do not consider natural processes such as coastal erosion or marsh migration that
will occur due to sea level rise. Future geomorphological changes are expected. In addition,
coastal erosion rates will generally increase with increases in sea level rise rates.
Figure 4.3.4-4 illustrates that the landward (i.e., bay) side of the open-coast barrier island section
of Toms River, which is particularly vulnerable to sea level rise. While actions such as construction
of seawalls or beach nourishment may mitigate coastal erosion in an attempt to fix the location of
the present day open coast shoreline, communities like Toms River will become increasingly
vulnerable to sea level rise in low-lying bayside locations.
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Sea Level Rise Vulnerability in Toms River – Toms River and Long Swamp Creek
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Sea Level Rise Vulnerability in Toms River – Barnegat Bay
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Sea Level Rise Vulnerability in Toms River – Barnegat Bay
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In addition to permanent submergence, sea level rise can exacerbate the impact of temporary
severe coastal flood events. In addition to affecting the frequency and duration of coastal flood
events, sea level rise increases the inland extent of coastal floodplains. In June 2013, NOAA, in
partnership with FEMA, USACE, the U.S. Global Change Research Program (USGCRP), and the
White House Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) created a set of map services and related
tools to help communities, residents, and other stakeholders consider risks from future sea level
rise in planning for reconstruction following Hurricane Sandy. Various sea level rise projections
were incorporated with present day floodplain mapping to identify the potential horizontal
expansion of the 1%-annual-chance coastal floodplain due to various increases in sea level at
the year 2050 and 2100. The data can be viewed in detail using the online “Sea Level Rise
Planning Tool” viewer at:
http://www.geoplatform.noaa.gov/home/item.html?id=3097fc32e98f490cbacc5405751938e9.
4.3.4.3 Range of Magnitude
For both temporary and permanent submergence, the magnitude of future sea level impacts is
dependent on two primary factors. At a local scale, impacts are partially dependent on human
response. Actions taken to defend against increases in sea level such as such as the construction
of sea walls, levels, or dikes will affect the exact location and extent of sea level rise impacts. In
addition, impacts are directly dependent on the rate of future sea level rise. A range of future sea
level rise projections are discussed briefly in Section 4.4.3 and in detail in the Toms River CVA.
In summary, the impacts of sea level rise on Toms River range from the millions of dollars in
damages or lost value in 2030 to billions of dollars in 2100.
4.3.4.4 Past Occurrence
There is considerable data available which confirms sea level has been rising since the climax of
the last ice age approximately 18,000 years ago during the Pleistocene epoch. At that time, sea
level was approximately 410 ft. below present sea level (Garrison, 2004). Over approximately the
last hundred years, tide gauges have been in place which allows detailed measurement of sea
level trends. Historic sea level rise for Ocean County, NJ is 3.99 +/- 0.18 mm/yr. based on the
sea level trend calculated at the Atlantic City, NJ tide gauge (NOAA, 2013a). Data from this gauge
is displayed in Figure 4.3.15-30.
Note that there is little variation in historic sea level rise throughout the New Jersey coastline; the
sea level trend at Sandy Hook, NJ is very similar, 3.90 +/- 0.25 mm/yr. (NOAA, 2013b). The
Atlantic City, NJ gauge was referenced due to its slightly longer period of record.
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Table 4.3.4-1 Mean sea level trend from NOAA tide gauge #8534720 (Atlantic City, NJ). The mean sea
level trend is 3.99 millimeters/year with a 95% confidence interval of +/- 0.18 mm/yr. based
on monthly mean sea level data from 1911 to 2006. This is equivalent to a change of 1.31 ft. per
100 years (NOAA, 2013).

4.3.4.5 Future Occurrence
Sea level rise rates presented in Section 4.3.4.4 do not account for potential rate accelerations
which may be observed in the future. Projections of future accelerated level are uncertain and, in
fact, a small deceleration has been reported in some studies (Douglas, 1992 & Houston & Dean,
2011). Nonetheless, broad agreement is found in existing climate science literature that sea level
rise rates may increase with increases in greenhouse gas concentrations. The U.S. Global
Change Research Program’s Synthesis and Assessment Product 4.1 which states, “thoughtful
precaution suggests that a global sea level rise of 1 meter to the year 2100 should be considered
for future planning and policy decisions” (CCSP, 2009). The range of sea level projections applied
in this Local Hazard Mitigation should be revisited in the next plan update using projections from
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change – Assessment Report 5.
No widely accepted method is currently available for producing probabilistic projections of sea
level rise at actionable scales (i.e., regional and local). Table 4.3.4-2 contains global sea level rise
projections developed in support of the 2013 National Climate Assessment relative 1992 mean
sea level (i.e., mid-point of National Tidal Datum Epoch). There is high confidence (>9 in 10
chance) that global mean sea level will increase between 8 inches and 6.6 ft. by the year 2100
(Parris et al., 2012).
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Table 4.3.4-2 Global sea level rise projections relative above 1992 mean sea level (Parris et al.,
2012)
PROJECTION SCENARIO
SEA LEVEL RISE BY 2100 (FT.)
Lowest

0.7

Intermediate (low)

1.6

Intermediate (high)

3.9

High

6.6

Notes: Projections are relative to mean sea level (MSL) for the U.S. coastal determined from the National Tidal
Datum Epoch (NTDE) provided by NOAA. The NTDE is calculated using tide gauge observations from 1983 –
2001. Therefore, we use 1992, the mid-point of the NTDE, as a starting point for the projected curves. The
Intermediate-High Scenario is an average of the high end of ranges of global mean Intermediate Low Scenario is
the global mean sea level rise projection from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change – Assessment
Report 4 at the 95% confidence interval.

The projections shown in Table 4.3.4-2 are global projections; they do not account for regional or
local adjustments captured in relative sea level rise rates. Relative sea level rise projection
corresponded to these global projections are shown in Table 4.3.4-3. A minimum of 0.5 ft. and
maximum of 2.5 ft. of sea level increase (above 1992 mean sea level) is expected by the year
2050 in Ocean County, NJ. By the year 2100, a minimum of 1.5 ft. and maximum of 7.5 ft. of sea
level increase (relative to 1992 mean sea level) is expected.
Table 4.3.4-3

Projected relative sea level rise above 1992 mean sea level for Ocean County, NJ.
RELATIVE SEA LEVEL RISE
RELATIVE SEA LEVEL RISE BY 2100
PROJECTION SCENARIO
BY 2050 (FT.)
(FT.)
Lowest

0.5

1.5

Intermediate (low)

1.0

2.5

Intermediate (high)

1.5

4.5

High

2.5

7.5

Sea Level Rise is examined for a longer period of time then the other hazards in this plan. The
Risk Factor Methodology probability criteria in Table 4.4.1-1 examines annual probability to rank
hazards. Possible was selected for sea level rise since the annual probability would be high but
a small amount in any given year.
4.3.5 Stormwater Drainage
Land development can impact the hydrology of an area. Pervious surfaces such as vegetation
and soil provide the benefits of intercepting and absorbing stormwater; however, as communities
grow and continue to develop, impervious surfaces such as parking lots, paved roadways,
sidewalks, and buildings may replace vegetation and other pervious surfaces. As a result, less
stormwater is absorbed through natural processes and more must be managed by stormwater
infrastructure, such as gutters, channels, culverts, storm drains, and storm sewers. This
infrastructure is constructed to transport stormwater to local waterways and alleviate stormwaterrelated impacts, including flooding and erosion. However, as infrastructure ages and development
continues to replace formerly pervious areas, stormwater infrastructure may not adequately
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accommodate the flow of stormwater during severe storm events, which can result in localized
flash flooding and soil erosion.
4.3.5.1 Location and Extent
Several stormwater management facilities in Toms River cannot currently accommodate the flow
of water created by severe storm events. Many culverts throughout the township were designed
when there was less impervious coverage and no longer have adequate capacity to handle
current stormwater flows. As a result, increased flooding occurs upstream during storm events.
Older areas of the township, such as areas along the Toms River and residential developments
south of Lakehurst Road, were constructed with inadequate drainage facilities. These areas are
subsequently subject to flooding from stormwater flows following heavy precipitation events.
Other areas of Toms River that experience flood during average storm events include (Toms
River, 2009):











Areas of the barrier island
Lower part of Money Island along the Toms River
Gilford Park area (south of Route 37)
Gilford Park area (north of Route 37) from Fischer Boulevard west to Vaughn Avenue
Windsor Park east of Fischer Boulevard to Bay Avenue
Shelter Cove area
Snug Harbor area lagoons, which backup into streets via outfall lines
Various streets in downtown Toms River
Sections of both Silverton and Green Island
Other areas in the north end of the township

4.3.5.2 Range of Magnitude
Stormwater drainage issues can cause flooding during average storm events and may exacerbate
the impacts of other storm and flood events. The range of magnitude for flood hazards is
discussed in detail in Section 4.3.2.2. Stormwater drainage issues can also cause or exacerbate
erosion, which is discussed in Section 4.3.1.2.
4.3.5.3 Past Occurrence
Toms River has a long history of flooding events. As discussed in Section 4.3.5.1, a number of
neighborhoods throughout the township experience flooding during average storm events as the
result of inadequate stormwater infrastructure. Additionally, Section 4.3.2.3 and Section 4.3.3.3
provide more detail about the impacts of past flood and storm events respectively.
4.3.5.4 Future Occurrence
In Toms River, flooding as a result of inadequate stormwater drainage is a common occurrence
and can occur during any season. The Department of Public Works routinely vacuums inlets that
are known to be prone to flooding and clears leaves during the autumn months, and the Township
actively addresses drainage and flooding issues as they arise and are reported by residents. The
Township also incorporates drainage improvements projects into their Capital Improvement
Program to correct these problems. While the Township is taking a proactive approach managing
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stormwater, the future occurrence of floods in Toms River as a result of stormwater drainage
issues can be considered highly likely as defined by the Risk Factor Methodology probability
criteria (see Table 4.4.1-1).
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4.4 Hazard Vulnerability Summary
4.4.1 Methodology
Ranking hazards helps communities set goals and priorities for mitigation based on their
vulnerabilities. A Risk Factor (RF) is a tool used to measure the degree of risk for identified
hazards in a particular planning area. The RF can also be used to assist local community officials
in ranking and prioritizing those hazards that pose the most significant threat to their area based
on a variety of factors deemed important by the planning team and other stakeholders involved in
the hazard mitigation planning process. The RF system relies mainly on historical data, local
knowledge, local knowledge from the municipalities and information collected through
development of the hazard profiles included in Section 4.3. The RF approach produces numerical
values that allow identified hazards to be ranked against one another; the higher the RF value,
the greater the hazard risk.
RF values were obtained by assigning varying degrees of risk to five categories for each of the
eight hazards profiled in this HMP. Those categories include: probability, impact, spatial extent,
warning time and duration. Each degree of risk was assigned a value ranging from 1 to 4. The
weighting factor is shown in below. To calculate the RF value for a given hazard, the assigned
risk value for each category was multiplied by the weighting factor. The sum of all five categories
equals the final RF value, as demonstrated in the example equation:
Risk Factor Value = [(Probability x .30) + (Impact x .30) +
(Spatial Extent x .20) + (Warning Time x .10) + (Duration x .10)]
Table 4.4.1-1 summarizes each of the five categories used for calculating a RF for each hazard.
According to the weighting scheme applied, the highest possible RF value is 4.0.
Table 4.4.1-1

Summary of Risk Factor approach used to rank hazard risk.

RISK ASSESSMENT
CATEGORY

DEGREE OF RISK
LEVEL

UNLIKELY
PROBABILITY
What is the likelihood of POSSIBLE
a hazard event
occurring in a given
LIKELY
year?
HIGHLY LIKELY

CRITERIA

INDEX

LESS THAN 1% ANNUAL PROBABILITY

1

BETWEEN 1% & 49.9% ANNUAL PROBABILITY

2

BETWEEN 50% & 90% ANNUAL PROBABILITY

3

GREATER THAN 90% ANNUAL PROBABILTY

4

WEIGHT
VALUE

30%
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Table 4.4.1-1

Summary of Risk Factor approach used to rank hazard risk.
DEGREE OF RISK

RISK ASSESSMENT
CATEGORY

LEVEL

MINOR

IMPACT
In terms of injuries,
LIMITED
damage, or death,
would you anticipate
impacts to be minor,
limited, critical, or
catastrophic when a
CRITICAL
significant hazard event
occurs?

CATASTROPHIC

SPATIAL EXTENT
How large of an area
could be impacted by a
hazard event? Are
impacts localized or
regional?

INDEX

VERY FEW INJURIES, IF ANY. ONLY MINOR PROPERTY
DAMAGE & MINIMAL DISRUPTION ON QUALITY OF LIFE.
TEMPORARY SHUTDOWN OF CRITICAL FACILITIES.

1

MINOR INJURIES ONLY. MORE THAN 10% OF PROPERTY
IN AFFECTED AREA DAMAGED OR DESTROYED.
COMPLETE SHUTDOWN OF CRITICAL FACILITIES FOR
MORE THAN ONE DAY.
MULTIPLE DEATHS/INJURIES POSSIBLE. MORE THAN
25% OF PROPERTY IN AFFECTED AREA DAMAGED OR
DESTROYED. COMPLETE SHUTDOWN OF CRITICAL
FACILITIES FOR MORE THAN ONE WEEK.
HIGH NUMBER OF DEATHS/INJURIES POSSIBLE. MORE
THAN 50% OF PROPERTY IN AFFECTED AREA DAMAGED
OR DESTROYED. COMPLETE SHUTDOWN OF CRITICAL
FACILITIES FOR 30 DAYS OR MORE.

2
30%
3

4

NEGLIGIBLE

LESS THAN 1% OF AREA AFFECTED

1

SMALL

BETWEEN 1 & 10.9% OF AREA AFFECTED

2

MODERATE

BETWEEN 11 & 25% OF AREA AFFECTED

3

LARGE

GREATER THAN 25% OF AREA AFFECTED

4

MORE THAN 24 HRS

SELF-DEFINED

1

20%

WARNING TIME
Is there usually some
12 TO 24 HRS
lead time associated
with the hazard event?
6 TO 12 HRS
Have warning measures
been implemented?
LESS THAN 6 HRS
LESS THAN 6 HRS
DURATION
How long does the
hazard event usually
last?

CRITERIA

WEIGHT
VALUE

SELF-DEFINED
SELF-DEFINED

(NOTE: Levels of warning
time and criteria that
define them may be
adjusted based on hazard
addressed.)

SELF-DEFINED

SELF-DEFINED

LESS THAN 1 WEEK

SELF-DEFINED

MORE THAN 1 WEEK

SELF-DEFINED

10%
3
4

SELF-DEFINED

LESS THAN 24 HRS

2

1
(NOTE: Levels of warning
time and criteria that
define them may be
adjusted based on hazard
addressed.)

2
10%
3
4

4.4.2 Ranking Results
Using the methodology described in Section 4.4.1, Table 4.4.2-1 lists the Risk Factor calculated
for each of the six potential flooding-related hazards identified in this HMP. Hazards identified as
high risk have risk factors greater than 2.5. Risk Factors ranging from 2.0 to 2.4 were deemed
moderate risk hazards. Hazards with Risk Factors 1.9 and less are considered low risk.
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Table 4.4.2-1

Risk Factor Calculated

HAZARD

PROBABILITY
(1-4)

Hurricane, Tropical
Storm, Nor’easter
Stormwater Drainage

RISK ASSESSMENT CATEGORY
SPATIAL WARNING
IMPACT
EXTENT
TIME
(1-4)
(1-4)
(1-4)

DURATION
(1-4)

RISK
FACTOR

RISK
RANKING

3

4

3

1

4

3.2

High

4

2

4

2

2

3.0

High

Flood, Flash Flood

3

3

3

1

4

2.9

High

Coastal Erosion

3

2

2

1

4

2.4

Moderate

Sea Level Rise

2

2

2

1

4

2.1

Moderate

4.4.3 Potential Loss Estimates
Using the latest available data, the Toms River CVA established potential loss estimates for floodrelated hazards. These estimates were developed using Hazus-MH and data from a variety of
sources, including the State of New Jersey, FEMA, Ocean County, and Toms River Township.
Detailed structure data including elevation certificate information was included in each scenario.
The CVA examined flood risk in the Township using a variety of scenarios and considerations,
including the type and magnitude of flooding and the temporal aspects of flooding.
As shown in Table 4.4.3-1, a 1-percent annual chance flood event today would result in
approximately $118 million in damages, while it would result in in $142 million in damages in
2030, $161 million in damages in 2050, and $222 million in damages in 2100.
Table 4.4.3-1

2100

2050

2030

Current
Year

YEAR

CVA Potential Loss Estimates for Flood Hazard Scenarios (Toms River, 2016)
STORM

10% Flood Event (10 Year)
2% Flood Event (50 Year)
1% Flood Event (100 Year)
0.2% Flood Event (500 Year)
SLR + 10% Flood Event
SLR + 2% Flood Event
SLR + 1% Flood Event
SLR + 0.2% Flood Event
SLR + 10% Flood Event
SLR + 2% Flood Event
SLR + 1% Flood Event
SLR + 0.2% Flood Event
SLR + 10% Flood Event
SLR + 2% Flood Event
SLR + 1% Flood Event
SLR + 0.2% Flood Event

BUILDINGS
IMPACTED
3,747
10,245
11,539
13,287
6,615
11,331
12,293
13,728
8,565
12,026
12,812
14,010
11,657
13,429
13,890
14,427

STRUCTURAL
DAMAGE
$15,337,889.38
$38,287,921.66
$55,138,360.89
$105,809,129.60
$21,870,937.30
$51,656,258.67
$74,819,132.98
$124,822,399.89
$29,412,583.98
$67,814,333.56
$90,308,086.90
$146,814,615.92
$61,350,373.64
$110,529,548.35
$136,330,009.10
$214,222,804.58

CONTENT
DAMAGE
$24,582,246.20
$57,047,690.32
$63,432,517.80
$77,840,030.71
$38,120,807.41
$62,112,087.96
$67,517,739.08
$84,190,584.51
$50,266,606.72
$66,332,637.79
$71,037,858.55
$86,880,541.35
$64,979,413.56
$79,591,662.09
$85,967,385.63
$89,228,195.51

TOTAL DAMAGE
$39,920,135.59
$95,335,611.98
$118,570,878.69
$183,649,160.31
$59,991,744.71
$113,768,346.63
$142,336,872.06
$209,012,984.40
$79,679,190.70
$134,146,971.35
$161,345,945.45
$233,695,157.28
$126,329,787.21
$190,121,210.44
$222,297,394.73
$303,451,000.09
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Figures 4.4.3-1 through 4.4.3-4 depict buildings throughout Toms River that would be impacted
by a 1-percent annual chance storm under current conditions as well as for the future sea level
rise scenarios outlined above. As expected, the buildings that are projected to experience the
most significant damage are located on the barrier island, in neighborhoods along the Barnegat
Bay, or are adjacent to the Toms River.
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Current 1% Annual Chance Flood Building Vulnerability
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2030 1% Annual Chance Flood Building Vulnerability
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2050 1% Annual Chance Flood Building Vulnerability
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2100 1% Annual Chance Flood Building Vulnerability
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Additionally, the CVA examined several sea level rise scenarios, which are displayed in Table
4.4.3-2. A 0.8’ rise in sea level by 2030 would impact 21 buildings in the Township and cause a
loss of over $6 million in appraised building value, while a 3.5 foot rise in sea level by 2100 would
affect 4,997 buildings in the township and result in $1.5 billion of value lost.
Table 4.4.3-2

CVA Sea Level Rise Scenarios (Toms River, 2016)

SEA LEVEL YEAR

INCREASE (FEET)

BUILDINGS IMPACTED

APPRAISED VALUE
LOST

2030

0.8

21

$6,128,000.00

2050

1.5

117

$41,508,300.00

2100

3.5

4997

$1,567,305,100.00

The CVA also examined a variety of wave attack scenarios. These scenarios estimated damages
for above grade wave heights ranging from 1’ to 10’ hitting structures in the community. Table
4.4.3-3 displays the estimated structural and content damages for each wave height, which
indicates that damages could range from approximately $6 million for a 1’ wave to $272 million
for a 10’ wave.
Table 4.4.3-3 CVA Wave Attack Scenarios (Toms River, 2016)
WAVE HEIGHT
STRUCTURAL DAMAGE
CONTENT DAMAGE

TOTAL DAMAGE

1

$4,950,330.26

$1,299,499.14

$6,249,829.40

2

$15,008,516.50

$3,676,421.89

$18,684,938.39

3

$30,787,661.64

$9,124,846.30

$39,912,507.94

5

$81,528,001.19

$26,183,596.44

$107,711,597.63

10

$218,336,594.64

$54,454,265.75

$272,790,860.39

The results of the CVA indicate that Toms River has an overall high risk to flooding with damages
consistently ranging from millions of dollars in damage and lost value to billions of dollars. Please
refer to the Toms River CVA for more information about potential loss estimates for flood hazards
in Toms River Township.

4.5 Future Development and Vulnerability
Since the opening of the Garden State Parkway in the 1950s, Toms River has been a growth
center in Ocean County. The Township was once an isolated rural and resort community and is
now one of the most populous municipalities in New Jersey. The population in Toms River
increased 1.7% percent between the 2000 to 2010 census, from 89,706 to 91,239. The North
Jersey Transportation Planning Authority’s (NJTPA) Plan 2040 forecasts that the population of
Toms River will increase to 117,430 by 2040 (NJTPA, 2015).
The majority of Toms River is developed, while much of the vacant land in the township has
environmental constraints such as wetlands that make these areas unsuitable for development.
As a result, much of the new development in Toms River will be redevelopment or occur along
established commercial corridors. Additionally, Toms River strictly enforces its floodplain
management regulations, stormwater management control ordinance, and wetlands regulations
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to minimize the impact of all new construction and substantial improvements, while waterfront
development is limited and regulated by CAFRA. It is worth noting that new construction today
must comply with more stringent building codes than those that existed decades ago. Therefore,
any older housing units replaced by new units through redevelopment would be required to be
built to higher standards which would incorporate various levels of hazard protection. This could
have the effect of providing an increase in resiliency and decrease in vulnerability. However, when
parcels are redeveloped with higher value and larger structures (e.g., a two bedroom house to a
four bedroom house), this would contribute to an increase in vulnerability at that same site.
Following Hurricane Irene and Superstorm Sandy, 3,795 homes in Toms River were declared
substantially damaged (SD). As part of the rebuilding process, Toms River has been strictly
enforcing its floodplain management regulations to ensure that all SD properties are brought into
code compliance. Although these storms had devastating impacts, they have acted as catalysts
for upgrades to the Township’s flood-prone housing stock. The table below summarizes the
number of building permits issued for demolitions, elevations, and new dwellings, as well as the
numbers of homes approved for the Rehabilitation, Elevation, and Mitigation (RREM) Program
administered by the Department of Community Affairs (DCA). Toms River has made substantial
progress in mitigating the roughly 3,800 SD residential properties: the 1,800 demolished homes
and 715 elevation permits issues indicates that approximately 66% of the SD properties are
undergoing mitigation.
Table 4.5.1-1 Toms River Township Superstorm Sandy Damage and Rebuilding Data (as of
September 22, 2016)
PERMIT TYPE
APPROVED
COMPLETED
Substantially Damaged Homes

3,795

2,920*

Elevation Permits

1,101

677

New Home Permits

1,819

1,377

Demolition Permits

2,020

1,955

* Completed or in progress

Generally as the population of a community continues to grow and development occurs, its overall
hazard vulnerability will increase. However, as indicated in the table above, much of the
development in Toms River is redevelopment and reconstruction that is enhancing resiliency. For
the purposes of this HMP assessment, it has generally been assumed that infill and
redevelopment would not result in a significant increase in Toms River’s overall hazard
vulnerability. This assumption should be re-evaluated by the Township during future plan updates.
Future vulnerability may also be impacted by the implementation of the USACE “New Jersey
Shore Protection: Manasquan Inlet to Barnegat Inlet” project. The USACE has proposed to
construct an engineered beach-dune system along the entire developed portion of northern
Ocean County barrier-spit, which includes Toms River Township. This project consists of
constructing a 75-ft wide beach berm backed by a 22-ft NAVD88 elevation dune. Based on storm
modeling simulations from the feasibility study, the USACE found that the designed dune would
remain relatively intact except for extreme storm return periods (1-percent annual chance and
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greater). Based on the damages as a result of Hurricane Sandy within the Township and the
proposed engineered beach-dune system design plans from the USACE, it is likely that structures
in the barrier segments of Toms River Township would have had limited wave damages if the
USACE project been in place prior to Hurricane Sandy since the PFD would have remained
relatively intact (Toms River, 2016).
The Toms River CVA expanded upon this analysis and modeled the potential benefits of the
USACE project in terms of wave damage protection. This analysis revealed that the USACE’s
engineer dune-beach system at transects 810 and 980 would provide a sufficient buffer for
impeding storm waves from crossing into the developed areas landward of the beach-dune
system. At both transect locations, a storm return period of greater than 500-years would be
required to remove the dune and allow storm waves to traverse landward into the developed
portion of the township. In contrast, without the USACE shore protection project, the dune would
be removed in an 18-year event at transect 810 and, alarmingly in a 3-year event at transect 980.
The relatively high risk along the barrier segments of Toms River Township without the USACE
project in place can be attributed to having no dune (transect 980) or very low elevation dunes
(transect 810) fronted by narrow beaches. This also explains the widespread overwash, beaching,
and wave damages caused by Hurricane Sandy in 2012 (Toms River, 2016).
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5 C APABILITY A SSESSMENT
5.1 Update Process Summary
Toms River Township has a number of resources it can access to implement hazard mitigation
initiatives including emergency response measures, local planning and regulatory tools,
administrative assistance and technical expertise, fiscal capabilities, and participation in local,
regional, state, and federal programs. The presence of these resources enables community
resiliency through actions taken before, during, and after a hazard event.
The purpose of the Capability Assessment is to understand the unique planning, regulatory,
administrative, technical, financial, and education and outreach capabilities present in Toms River
Township. This assessment will help Toms River identify strengths that could be used to reduce
losses and reduce risks in the community. It also identifies areas where mitigation actions might
be used to supplement current capabilities and create a more resilient Toms River before, during,
and after a disaster event. Finally, the Capability Assessment examines the integration of existing
planning mechanisms and the HMP, highlighting areas and initiatives in other planning efforts that
seek to reduce risk and losses. While the capability assessment serves as a good instrument for
identifying local capabilities for, it also provides a means for recognizing gaps and weaknesses
that can be resolved through future mitigation actions. The results of this assessment lend critical
information for developing an effective mitigation strategy.
In 2013, as a participant in the Ocean County HMP, Toms River completed a Capability
Assessment worksheet. This worksheet identified local mitigation capabilities, including existing
authorities, policies, programs, and resources, that reduce hazard impacts or could be used to
implement hazard mitigation activities. This worksheet was used as a starting point while
developing this Capability Assessment and was supplemented with local knowledge and
feedback as well as and information available through research. The Toms River HMP provides
an inventory of the most critical local planning tools available in the municipality and a summary
of the fiscal and technical capabilities available through programs and organizations outside of
the community. It also identifies emergency management capabilities and the processes used for
implementation of the NFIP.

5.2 Capability Assessment Findings
5.2.1 Planning and Regulatory Capability
Planning and regulatory capabilities are focused on the implementation of laws, ordinances,
policies, plans, and programs that relate to growth management and land development. Toms
River’s planning capabilities include a Master Plan, a local emergency operations plan (EOP), a
stormwater management plan, and several economic development planning initiatives. Toms
River also enforces its building code, zoning ordinance, land development, and subdivisions
regulations.
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5.2.1.1 Master Plan
A Municipal Master Plan is a policy document that states a community’s objectives and guides its
future growth and physical development. Toms River’s Master Plan examines the physical,
demographic, and economic characteristics of the Township, as well as the existing and
anticipated future patterns for development. The plan aims to preserve open space in the
community, particularly along its waterways, and promote the revitalization of the township’s
downtown.
The New Jersey Land Use Law, Article 11 entitled, “Periodic Reexamination of Master plans and
Regulations,” requires that municipalities re-examine their master plans and development
regulations at least every six years. Toms River’s current Master Plan was adopted in 2006 and
last updated in 2009. As of September 2016, the Master Plan was in the process of being updated.
Several elements of the Master Plan already address flooding and mitigation, yet there are several
opportunities to further integrate mitigation planning principles into the Master Plan, which are
discussed in more detail in Section 5.3.
5.2.1.2 Downtown Toms River Vision Plan and Master Plan
The Downtown Toms River Vision Plan and Master Plan was adopted in May 2005. The
information in this vison plan refers specifically to the Toms River historic center and was prepared
on behalf of the Toms River Business Improvement District (BID). The report has three purposes:




To set forth a vision for the future of downtown Toms River.
To identify specific projects and actions necessary to implement the vision.
To provide the basis for a subsequent amendment of the Master Plan and zoning
ordinance as it applies to the study area.

The Vision Plan also seeks to address four core assets: riverfront, location, gateway, and cultural
and government resources. The implementation of the plan will require the coordinated actions
of the Business Improvement District (BID), downtown business and property interests, and local,
county, and state officials. The Downtown Plan is broken into several sections, several of which
relate to hazard mitigation. For example, there are several objectives that discuss impervious
surfaces, and the plan proposes greening to help mitigate flooding in the event of heavy rains.
5.2.1.3 Economic Development Planning
The Toms River Master Plan has an Economic Plan Element, which examines economic,
employment, and incomes trends and projects. While this element does not directly address
hazards or mitigation, it recommends that the Township’s abundant natural resources, including
beaches and waterfront areas, are protected and enhanced to promote tourism and support the
overall economy. Toms River Township also participated in the development of the Route 37
Economic Corridor Vision Plan, which seeks to create an economic development corridor
between Toms River Township and Joint-Base McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst. This plan recommends
that redevelopment along Route 37 incorporate sustainability improvements, such as green
infrastructure, and that the planning and design of future infrastructure consider resiliency in the
wake of Hurricane Sandy.
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5.2.1.4 Strategic Recovery Planning Report
The Toms River Strategic Recovery Planning Report (SRPR) was funded through a Post Sandy
Planning Assistance Grant from the New Jersey Department of Community Affairs (NJDCA). The
purpose of this program is to support long-range planning in communities that sustained damaged
from Hurricane Sandy to address impacts of the storm and identify approaches to rebuild and
become more resilient to impacts of future storms. Preparing this SRPR was the first step in the
process for the community to become eligible for additional Post Sandy Planning Assistance
funding. The purpose of the SRPR is to evaluate the impacts of Hurricane Sandy on the
community and identify planning goals and priorities. Impacts of Hurricane Sandy that are detailed
in the SRPR are referenced throughout the Risk Assessment of this HMP, and recommendations
from the report were reviewed when developing the Mitigation Strategy.
5.2.1.5 “Getting to Resilience” Recommendations Report
Toms River obtained a Municipal Public Access Grant from NJDEP to develop the “Getting to
Resilience” Recommendations Report. This program is intended to assist municipalities to with
developing plans to improve New Jersey’s beaches, bays, and tidal waterways and make public
access points and related facilities more resilient to the impacts of storms. To develop the report,
a team of representatives from Toms River worked with NJDEP and the Jacques Cousteau
National Estuarine Research Reserve (JC NERR) to complete a “Getting to Resilience”
questionnaire, which addressed risk and vulnerability, public engagement, planning integration,
disaster preparedness and recovery, and hazard mitigation implementation. Based on the
answers to the questionnaire and notes taken during discussions, this recommendations report
was prepared. Recommendations included in this report were reviewed while developing the
Mitigation Strategy of this HMP.
5.2.1.6 Capital Improvement Plan
Toms River Township’s Capital Improvement Plan is a five-year list of planned capital projects.
This program prioritizes the replacement of old infrastructure, including roads, drainage facilities,
bulkheads, and other township facilities, but is designed to be flexible and respond to unforeseen
circumstances, such as hazard events. Toms River’s Capital Improvement Plan provides a means
of prioritizing and implementing mitigation projects, which is discussed in more detail in Section
5.3.
5.2.1.7 Zoning and Land Use
Zoning ordinances allow for local communities to regulate the use of land in order to protect the
interests and safety of the general public. Zoning ordinances can be designed to address unique
conditions or concerns within a given community. They may be used to create buffers between
structures and high-risk areas, limit the type or density of development and/or require land
development to consider specific hazard vulnerabilities. Currently, Toms River’s zoning includes
an Open Space/Stormwater Management zone (OS-SWM); which encompasses a small portion
of the township along the Toms River, adjacent to the Garden State Parkway. Toms River’s
Zoning Ordinance also encourages residents to elevate properties located in flood prone areas.
This ordinance is adequately administered and enforced through various reviews administered
by the planning board, zoning board of adjustment, and floodplain manager. Toms River has also
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adopted several ordinances that support mitigation, which are described in more detail in Section
5.3.
Subdivision ordinances are intended to regulate the development of housing, commercial,
industrial or other uses, including associated public infrastructure, as land is subdivided into
buildable lots for sale or future development. Within these ordinances, guidelines on how land will
be divided, the placement and size of roads and the location of infrastructure can reduce exposure
of development to hazard events. In Toms River, subdivision proposals need to show they have
included mechanisms to minimize flood damage. Some of these mechanisms include but are not
limited to, the construction of utilities, such as electrical, heating, ventilation, plumbing and airconditioning equipment in a manner that minimize flood damage and incorporating enclosure
openings into enclosed areas below the lowest floor.
5.2.1.8 Building Codes
Building codes regulate construction standards for new construction and substantially renovated
buildings. New Jersey has adopted the International Building Code, New Jersey Edition. This
code was first adopted in 2007, revised in 2009, and most recently revised and adopted in
September 2015. At the state level, building and construction codes are administered by the New
Jersey Department of Community Affairs. Local standards can be adopted that require resistant
or resilient building design practices to address hazard impacts common to a given community.
Toms River has adopted and regularly enforces the 2015 International Building Code, New Jersey
Edition and the International Residential Code, New Jersey Edition. The 2015 Codes include
several changes, including more stringent construction standards for homes located near the
ocean and Barnegat Bay. The newly adopted Code enforces the Coastal A Zone, which includes
areas are located seaward of the LiMWA and landward of the Coastal V Zone. Homes in the
Coastal A Zone may be required to build using some of the same elements required for homes
located in Coastal V Zones, such as pilings, helical piles, and breakaway walls. The Division of
Construction Services reviews and inspects building construction plans and activities to ensure
that all elements are constructed in according with the standards outlined in the state’s
International Building Code and Internaional Residential Code. Toms River’s land use and
development regulations also require that all new construction or substantial improvements to
have the lowest floor elevated to or above the base flood elevation as indicated on FEMA’s Flood
Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs).
5.2.1.9 Emergency Management
Emergency management capabilities are a sub-set of planning and regulatory capabilities relating
directly to emergency preparedness, response, and recovery. The Toms River Office of
Emergency Management (TROEM) is responsible for an emergency management plan that
prepares for, responds to, and recovers from natural and manmade hazards that may impact the
township. Every county and municipality in New Jersey is required by law to prepare and maintain
a multi-hazard emergency operations plan which is updated and certified every four years by NJ
OEM. TROEM follows its Emergency Operations Plan, works with state, federal, and local
authorities, and is prepared to activate its Emergency Operations Center during any emergency
to coordinate with partners and communicate with and provide continuity of services to the public.
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5.2.1.10 Participation in NFIP and CRS
Floods are the most common and costly natural catastrophe in the United States. In terms of
economic disruption, property damage, and loss of life, floods are “nature’s number-one disaster.”
For that reason, flood insurance is almost never available under industry-standard homeowner’s
and renter’s policies. The best way for citizens to protect their property against flood losses is to
purchase flood insurance through the NFIP.
Congress established the NFIP in 1968 to help control the growing cost of federal disaster relief.
The NFIP is administered by FEMA, part of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security. The NFIP
offers federally backed flood insurance in communities that adopt and enforce effective floodplain
management ordinances to reduce future flood losses. Since 1983, the chief means of providing
flood insurance coverage has been a cooperative venture of FEMA and the private insurance
industry known as the Write Your Own (WYO) Program. This partnership allows qualified property
and casualty insurance companies to “write” (i.e., issue) and service the NFIP’s Standard Flood
Insurance Policy (SFIP) under their own names. Today, nearly 90 WYO insurance companies
issue and service the SFIP under their own names. More than 4.4 million federal flood insurance
policies are in force. These policies represent $650 billion in flood insurance coverage for
homeowners, renters, and business owners throughout the United States and its territories.
The NFIP provides flood insurance to individuals in communities that are members of the
program. Membership in the program is contingent on the community adopting and enforcing
floodplain management and development regulations. The NFIP is based on the voluntary
participation of communities of all sizes. In the context of this program, a “community” is a political
entity – whether an incorporated city, town, township, borough, village, or an unincorporated area
of a county or parish – that has legal authority to adopt and enforce floodplain management
ordinances for the area under its jurisdiction.
National Flood Insurance is available only in communities that apply for participation in the NFIP
and agree to implement prescribed flood mitigation measures. Newly participating communities
are admitted to the NFIP’s Emergency Program. Most of these communities quickly earn
“promotion” to the Regular Program. As highlighted in the table below, Toms River is participating
in the NFIP under the Regular Program.
Table 5.2.1-1

Toms River NFIP Information (CIS, 2016)
COMMUNITY IN GOOD
PARTICIPATION STATUS
POLICIES IN FORCE
STANDING
Participation

Yes

8,557

TOTAL PREMIUM AND
COVERAGE
$2,104,561,500

The minimum floodplain management requirements include the following:




Review all development in the SFHA
Elevate new and substantially improved residential structures above the Base Flood
Elevation
Elevate or dry flood proof new and substantially improved nonresidential structures
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Limit development in floodways
Locate or construct all public utilities and facilities so as to minimize or eliminate flood
damage
Anchor foundation or structure to resist floatation, collapse, or lateral movement

In addition, Regular Program communities are eligible to participate in the NFIP’s Community
Rating System (CRS). The CRS was implemented in 1990 to recognize and encourage
community floodplain management activities that exceed the minimum NFIP standards. Section
541 of the 1994 Act amends Section 1315 of the 1968 Act to codify the CRS in the NFIP, and
expands the CRS goals to specifically include incentives to reduce the risk of flood-related erosion
and to encourage measures that protect natural and beneficial floodplain functions. These goals
have been incorporated into the CRS, and communities now receive credit toward premium
reductions for activities that contribute to them.
Under the CRS, policyholders can receive premium discounts of 5 to 45 percent as their cities
and towns adopt more comprehensive flood mitigation measures. CRS rewards those
communities that establish floodplain management programs that go beyond NFIP minimum
requirements by providing discounts on flood insurance premiums. Under the CRS, communities
receive credit for more restrictive regulations, acquisition, relocation, or flood-proofing of floodprone buildings, preservation of open space, and other measures that reduce flood damage or
protect the natural resources and functions of floodplains, promote public awareness of flood
insurance and protect public health and safety.
Toms River currently participates in the CRS program and is a class 8 community. Toms River
has indicated that it intends to continue participating in the program and will consider opportunities
to upgrade its class.
5.2.1.11 Stormwater Management Plan
Toms River adopted a Municipal Stormwater Management Plan in 2008, which was last revised
in 2009. This plan outlines strategies for Toms River to alleviate stormwater related impacts
through changes to its Land Use and Development Regulations. The plan includes proposed
ordinance amendments to advance this goal and meet stormwater management standards issued
by NJDEP.
5.2.2 Administrative and Technical Capability
Administrative capability is described by an adequacy of departmental and personnel resources
for the implementation of mitigation-related activities. Technical capability relates to an adequacy
of knowledge and technical expertise of local government employees or the ability to contract
outside resources for this expertise in order to effectively execute mitigation activities. Common
examples of skill sets and technical personnel needed for hazard mitigation include: planners
with knowledge of land development/management practices, engineers or professionals trained
in construction practices related to buildings and/or infrastructure (e.g. building inspectors),
planners or engineers with an understanding of natural and/or human caused hazards,
emergency managers, floodplain managers, land surveyors, scientists familiar with hazards in the
community, staff with the education or expertise to assess community vulnerability to hazards,
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personnel skilled in geographic information systems, resource development staff or grant writers,
fiscal staff to handle complex grant application processes.
As part of the Capability Assessment administered during the development of the Ocean County
HMP, Toms River indicated that it has administrative and technical capabilities needed to conduct
hazard mitigation activities, including:









A Planning Board that could incorporate mitigation planning activities into updates of the
master plan and reviews of township ordinances
Maintenance programs to reduce risk, including jet cleaning and inspecting basins, inlets,
and pipes yearly
A building department with full-time staff that has been adequately trained on hazards,
mitigation, and enforcement regulations
A full-time, trained floodplain administrator
A full-time emergency manager that has been trained on hazards and mitigation
A full-time community planner that has also received training on hazards and mitigation
A full-time civil engineer that has received training on hazards and mitigation
A full-time GIS coordinator

5.2.3 Financial Capability
The decision and capacity to implement mitigation-related activities is often strongly dependent
on the presence of local financial resources. While some mitigation actions are less costly than
others, it is important that money is available locally to implement policies and projects. Financial
resources are particularly important if communities are trying to take advantage of state or federal
mitigation grant funding opportunities that require local-match contributions. Toms River
Township has the capability to obtain and administer grants and has identified mitigation as a
local priority. The community has obtained several grants related to hazard mitigation and
recovery efforts, which are highlighted in Section 6.1.1, and has incorporated infrastructure
projects related to mitigation into its Capital Improvement Plan.
5.2.4 Education and Outreach Capability
Education and outreach capability refers to public outreach programs and methods in place that
could be leveraged to implement hazard mitigation activities and to better communicate risk and
vulnerability to citizens.
The Township has multiple methods of communicating with its residents, including the municipal
website, Facebook, Twitter, and Nixle accounts. The Toms River municipal website is the primary
method of communicating with residents and already includes many flood-related resources as
well as links and phone numbers for township officials. The Toms River Facebook and Twitter
accounts are used to provide information on upcoming community events within the community,
and its Nixle account serves as a way to send messages and alerts to residents through text,
email, voice message, and the Toms River Nixle webpage. These accounts also serve as a way
to quickly circulate information about any potential threats within the Toms River, such as weather
related issues that could impact residents. Toms River’s Public Information Officer provides
updates to the community through several of these mediums and is responsible for preparing
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press releases and answering inquiries from the press. While not operated by the municipality,
the Toms River Patch account is another means for information and local news stories to be
shared by residents and local journalists.

5.3 Plan Integration
Plan integration recognizes that hazard mitigation is most effective when it works in efficient
coordination with other plans, regulations, and programs. Plan integration promotes safe, resilient
growth, effective emergency management, and an overall reduction of risk by ensuring that the
goals and actions established in the HMP are included in comprehensive planning efforts so they
can affect future land use and development. Some of the most important areas of planning and
regulatory capabilities to integrate hazard mitigation goals and actions into include comprehensive
plans, the hazard mitigation plans from all surrounding or encompassing areas, emergency
operations plans, building codes, floodplain ordinances, subdivision and land development
ordinances, stormwater management plans and ordinances, and zoning ordinances. All of these
tools provide mechanisms for the implementation of adopted mitigation strategies.
While Section 5.2 provides an overview of these types of regulations and tools, and details Toms
River’s accomplishments in these areas, the following section provides a discussion of how the
Toms River HMP relates to several of these plans, how these plans and regulations were
integrated into the HMP, and how these plans can be updated to further integrate hazard
mitigation goals to reduce Toms River’s vulnerability to hazards.
Toms River Master Plan
Overview
Toms River’s current Master Plan was adopted in 2006 and last updated in 2009. As of September
2016, the Master Plan was in the process of being updated. Goals from the 2006 Master Plan
that relate to flood hazards, resiliency, and mitigation include:
Table 5.3.1-1 Goals in the Toms River Master Plan that are relevant to hazard mitigation planning
objectives
LAND USE
3. Continue to use practical and flexible development controls in order to gain open space, conserve the natural
landscape, and protect the environmentally sensitive areas of the Township.
11. Encourage cluster development in order to preserve large tracts of land.
12. Establish a transfer of development rights or similar zoning technique to direct growth to centers and
preserve open space in environmentally sensitive areas.
COMMUNITY FACILITIES
3. Update the equipment used by emergency personnel.
4. Meet or exceed all State and Federal requirements for the number of emergency personnel.
5. Continue to renew the Township’s infrastructure.
7. Encourage strategic location of emergency facilities and traffic routes that provide fast and easy
maneuverability to all areas of the township.
UTILITY SERVICES
4. Develop a list of mitigation projects for groundwater recharge, stormwater quantity control, and stormwater
quality control in accordance with the Municipal Stormwater Management Plan.
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Table 5.3.1-1 Goals in the Toms River Master Plan that are relevant to hazard mitigation planning
objectives
5. Require developers to contribute to or complete a mitigating alternative that clearly offsets the effect on
groundwater recharge, stormwater quantity control, and/or stormwater quality control that was created by the
granting of a variance or exemption.
6. Require developers to provide funding or partial funding for environmental enhancement projects that have
been identified on the Toms River Township mitigation project list or towards the development of a regional
stormwater management plan.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION AND RECREATION
1. Preserve the Township of Toms River’s vast natural resources by restoring, maintaining, protecting, and
enhancing vital wetlands, waterways, and forested areas.
6. Identify environmental constraints throughout the Township and continue to prohibit development in
environmentally sensitive regions.
7. Encourage acquisition of land for public open space and recreation.
9. Utilize either a Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) program or non-contiguous cluster program, with
incentives designed to preserve open space, including environmentally sensitive areas.
12. Develop a comprehensive environmental education program.
13. Form a cooperative/joint venture with surrounding municipalities for the purchase, maintenance, use and
preservation of beach maintenance equipment and replenishment of beachfront in order to cut costs and
promote harmony by uniform cleaning and preservation of the beachfront and Bayfront beaches.
HISTORIC PRESERVATION
7. Seek funding for the protection, maintenance, and enhancement of historic resources.
8. Encourage municipal actions that will result in the long-range preservation of historical assets throughout the
Township of Toms River.

The Land Use Element of the Toms River Master Plan describes existing land use and
development patterns throughout the municipality, proposes zoning changes in the land use plan,
and discusses relevant regulations such as the Coastal Area Facility Review Act (CAFRA). The
State of New Jersey adopted CAFRA in 1973 to regulate development in coastal areas to protect
the environment and encourage compatible land uses in coastal communities. Nearly the entirety
Toms River is designated as a CAFRA area and is therefore subject to CAFRA rules and
regulations, such as impervious coverage restrictions and additional permitting requirements. The
land use plan also recommends the establishment of conservation areas within the township,
including tidal wetland areas along the Barnegat Bay, floodplain areas along the Toms River,
Long Swamp Creek, Kettle Creek, and North Branch Creek, and other drainage courses and
internal wetland areas.
The Conservation, Open Space, and Recreation Plan Elements of discuss Toms River’s water
resources, including the Barnegat Bay, the Toms River, and Long Swamp Creek, as well as
wetlands and floodplains throughout the community. This section defines FEMA’s flood zone
classifications, discusses how these zones should be respected, and acknowledges that
floodplain management can prevent damage to property and protect the environment. While not
related to floods, this element also includes a discussion the presence of steep slopes in the
township and identifies that Section 5.13D of the township’s Land Use Ordinance (Chapter 348)
recommends that, where feasible, land with slopes in excess of 10% should be preserved in their
natural state. The Master Plan recommends that this provision be carried forward in any update
of the Land Use Ordinance.
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The Utility Services Element of the Toms River Master Plan includes a section on drainage and
flood control. This section discusses how older sections of the Township were developed with
inadequate drainage facilities and are subsequently impacted by flash flooding following heavy
precipitation events. This element also references the Toms River Stormwater Management Plan
and discusses sections of the township that often experience flooding as a result of “average”
storm events. Additionally, a goal of this element is to develop a list of mitigation projects for
groundwater recharge, stormwater quantity control, and stormwater quality control in accordance
with the Municipal Stormwater Management Plan.
The Master Plan also includes environmental site analysis maps for several potential
development sites in the community. These maps highlighted the boundaries of each site and
overlay FEMA flood zones, NJDEP wetlands, and State Threatened Forest Critical Habitats.
These maps are referenced when discussing the suitability of various sites for development and
redevelopment in the Township’s Growth Share Obligation Compliance Plan.
Recommendations for Continued and Future Integration
As of October 2016, the Toms River Master Plan is in the process of being updated. Several of
the mitigation actions identified in Section 6.4 of the Toms River HMP are being incorporated into
elements the Master Plan update, including the following:
Utilities Element:




Action 2: Improve Toms River Municipal Utility Authority (TRMUA) infrastructure through:
o Installation of supplemental/ backup Force Mains at Pump Stations (at least 5
locations)
o Structural rehabilitations to TRMUA’s largest pump station building
Action 12: Routinely vacuum inlets that are prone to flooding and clear leaves during the
autumn months

Community Facilities Element:


Action 16: Build an Emergency Management/ EMS Center off-site on Church Road to
house a redundant communications center, servers, training center, and EMS vehicles.

Circulation Element:




Action 17: Install traffic lights with a switch and socket to enable use of a portable
generator for backup power. Intersections that should have immediate need for this
improvement include:
o Route 37 and Route 166
o Hooper Avenue and Route 37
o Fischer Boulevard and Hooper Avenue
Action 9: Implement and evaluate effectiveness of pilot program to elevate:
o Bay Breeze Road
o Creek Road Pumpshire Road
o Sea Breeze Drive
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o

Washington Avenue

The Township is also integrating several recommendations from the Ocean County Long-Term
Community Recovery Plan into the update. The Township should continue its practice of
incorporating relevant recommendations and actions from other plans into updates of its Master
Plan.
As discussed, the current, adopted edition of the Toms River Master Plan already addresses
several topics related to hazard mitigation; however, there remain additional opportunities to
further integrate mitigation and elements of this HMP. The land use plan section of the element
could examine where land use and zoning regulations may be revised to accommodate flooding,
specifically in the coastal and bay front portions of the community. For example, conservation
areas, parks, and other open spaces could be utilized to accommodate drainage and stormwater.
Additionally, portions of the risk assessment analysis completed for the HMP can contribute to
the development of other plan elements like the Utility Services, Conservation, Open Space, and
Recreation Plan Elements. For example, information about vulnerable areas of the community
and potential hazard impacts can help prioritize improvements to stormwater infrastructure and
determine suitable areas for conservation and acquisition.
This HMP directly addresses several of the goals of the Toms River Master Plan, such as to
“develop a list of mitigation projects for groundwater recharge, stormwater quantity control, and
stormwater quality control in accordance with the Municipal Stormwater Management Plan.”
Several mitigation projects identified in Section 6.4 of this HMP address stormwater management
and flood resiliency and can be incorporated into the Utility Services Element of the Master Plan.
The Mitigation Action Plan also includes several actions related to education and outreach,
including maintaining a GIS platform to provide information to residents about flood zones and
conducting outreach about flood insurance during disaster recovery. These actions advance the
goal of the Toms River Master Plan to “develop a comprehensive environmental education
program” and should be referenced in future updates to the Master Plan. This HMP also advances
the two Historic Preservation goals referenced in Table 5.3.1-1. Mitigation actions identified in this
plan will result in the long-range preservation of not just historical assets throughout the
community, but all assets.
Zoning and Land Use
Overview
As discussed in Section 5.2.1.7, Toms River’s zoning ordinance includes an Open
Space/Stormwater Management zone (OS-SWM) and encourages residents to elevate properties
located in flood prone areas. Toms River also has several development regulations that advance
mitigation principles: Ordinance #4402-13 establishes building height regulations, including for
structures in flood zones; Ordinance #4413-13 authorizes the taking of easements in nineteen
identified properties for the purpose of flood hazard risk reduction measures, specifically dune
construction; and Ordinance #4414-13 establishes a minimum setback distance for structures
near bodies of water (Toms River, 2014). Toms River Township has also adopted FAR provisions
to prevent overbuilding in flood-prone areas for zones R-40A, R-40B, R-50, R-75, R-90 and R100.
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Additionally, Toms River has adopted the State Model Flood Damage Prevention Ordinance,
which is included in Chapter 313 of the Township Code. The ordinance outlines that the special
flood hazard areas in the Township are identified and defined in FEMA’s 2006 Flood Insurance
Study for Ocean County, Effective Flood Insurance Rate Maps for Ocean County from 2006,
FEMA’s Advisory Base Flood Elevations (ABFE) and Advisory Flood Hazard Maps from 2012,
and preliminary FIRMS. The regulations state that the these documents, all supplemental flood
insurance rate maps, and other documents utilized by FEMA for Ocean County are adopted and
declared to be a part of the chapter.
Recommendations for Continued and Future Integration
After updating the Land Use Plan element of the Toms River Master Plan, the Township should
update its zoning ordinance accordingly. This will implement any proposed land use changes that
support hazard mitigation. The Township may also want to continue to update zoning and land
development regulations to prevent overbuilding in flood-prone areas. Flood risk can also be
reduced by continuing to enforce building codes.
Capital Improvement Plan
Overview
Toms River Township’s Capital Improvement Plan is a five-year list of planned capital projects.
This program prioritizes the replacement of old infrastructure, including roads, drainage facilities,
bulkheads, and other township facilities, but is designed to be flexible and respond to unforeseen
circumstances, such as hazard events. For the past several years, Toms River’s Capital
Improvement Program has focused on replacing facilities and infrastructure that was damaged
as a result of Hurricane Sandy. The majority of these projects have been completed. In FY 2015,
the Toms River’s Capital Improvement Program included mitigation projects such as elevating
roadways, replacing bulkheads, and upgrading drainage facilities.
Recommendations for Continued and Future Integration
Mitigation projects identified in this HMP will inform the preparation of a five-year Capital
Improvement Plan that will focus municipal capital investment to improve public facilities,
infrastructure, and equipment to enhance community resiliency. Priority expenditures will target
infrastructure in vulnerable areas of the community. Toms River should update its mitigation
strategy as these projects are implemented during annual reviews of the HMP and should
continue to incorporate mitigation projects into its Capital Improvement Plan.
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6 M ITIGATION S TRATEGY
6.1 Update Process Summary
The Toms River HMP includes goals and actions identified by Township officials, residents, and
other stakeholders. Mitigation goals are general guidelines that explain what the Township wants
to achieve. Goals are expressed as broad policy statements representing desired long-term
results. Objectives are more specific statements than goals; the described steps are usually
measurable and can have a defined completion date. Actions provide more detailed descriptions
of specific work tasks to help the Township achieve prescribed goals and objectives.
The steps involved in developing a mitigation strategy were introduced at public meetings on
December 3, December 7, and December 9, which were open to the general public. Residents
were given worksheets and maps to brainstorm and develop ideas for their mitigation strategy. A
summary of the public feedback from the meeting is included in Appendix C. The full mitigation
strategy was reviewed with the HMPC on May 20, 2016, July 20, 2016 and in detail with Planning
and Engineering on June 30, 2016.
6.1.1 Mitigation Progress and Success
For this HMP, Toms River Township provided an update on its current and past mitigation actions.
This section reflects progress and success as of April 2016.
Toms River completed one of the mitigation actions it identified in the Ocean County HMP, which
was to adopt the current BFE ordinance and update its zoning ordinance. As discussed in Section
5.2.1, the Township has adopted the State Model Flood Damage Prevention Ordinance, which is
included in Chapter 313 of the Township Code. The ordinance outlines that the special flood
hazard areas for the Township are identified and defined in FEMA’s 2006 Flood Insurance Study
for Ocean County, Effective Flood Insurance Rate Maps for Ocean County from 2006, FEMA’s
Advisory Base Flood Elevations (ABFE) and Advisory Flood Hazard Maps from 2012, and
preliminary FIRMS. The regulations state that the these documents, all supplemental flood
insurance rate maps, and other documents utilized by FEMA for Ocean County are adopted and
declared to be a part of the chapter.
As discussed in Section 4.5, Toms River has made substantial progress in mitigating its roughly
3,800 SD residential properties. The Township has been working with property owners to
demolish, elevate, and reconstruct flood prone properties. Over 1,800 dwelling units were
demolished in 2015 and more than 715 elevation permits have been issued (Toms River
Department of Engineering and Community Development, 2015). As of June 1, 2016, Toms River
has made significant progress in elevation since Hurricane Sandy. Currently there are 8,000
outstanding building permits, 1,045 permits to elevate, and 547 successfully completed
elevations. A majority of the homes elevated have been funded through ICC, RREM, and property
owners. HMA funding has a lengthy application process and therefore has not been used as much
as other funding streams.
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Toms River has also undertaken numerous initiatives to promote education and awareness. The
Township recently upgraded its website to help inform the public about the NFIP and flood risk.
The website provides information about the effective Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs) and
flood insurance, including an informational newsletter that supplements annually mailings with tax
bills. Flood information updates are also disseminated through social media. The Township also
maintains a link to FEMA’s “What’s my BFE” website and includes information about floodplain
regulations. Toms River also developed a flow chart to illustrate the permitting and construction
inspection process for home elevations. Additionally, the Department of Engineering and
Community Development publishes biennial CRS Progress Reports, which are posted to the
Township website. Toms Rivers plans to maintain Class 8 CRS status and will consider
opportunities to upgrade its class.
Another success for Toms River was recently upgrading its GIS mapping software to allow it to
more easily locate and assess SRL properties as well as neighboring properties. The Township
maintains this internal GIS system for staff to utilize and relay information to the public.
The Township also hired a Storm Recovery Ombudsman after Superstorm Sandy to attend
community meetings and personal meetings with residents, which was another mitigation success
for Toms River. The Ombudsman conducts outreach regarding flood insurance and flood
regulations to the public almost daily. Additionally, the Township has conducted an informational
seminar about the substantial damage process and to answer flood-related questions.
Toms River has also initiated flood studies for several low-lying roadways and has started to
design two projects to elevate low-lying streets. Elevating these roadways will alleviate nuisance
flooding, mitigate flood damage impacts, and increase the likelihood that emergency vehicles can
traverse a roadway during a flood event.
The Township has also implemented drainage improvements in the Ortley Beach and Silverton
section of the township. Through its Capital Improvement Program, Toms River will continue to
install drainage improvements in other areas of the township that are located on land below the
1-percent annual chance BFE. Toms River has also undertaken other drainage projects to
mitigate flood impacts and relieve stormwater drainage problems.
Toms River is also seeking to reduce and maintain its footprint for impervious surfaces as a
CAFRA Coastal Center. As mentioned, the majority of the Township is located in the CAFRA
area. In 1999, CAFRA adopted Coastal Centers as areas for targeted growth. The 1999 Coastal
Centers were in effect until March 2016, when the Permit Extension Act expired. This expiration
and new mapping impacted the mainland areas of the Coastal Center in Toms River, some of
which reverted from being permitted to have 80% impervious coverage to 30% impervious
coverage if requiring a CAFRA permit. Properties that do not require CAFRA permits may be
constructed to the standards outlined in the Township’s Code. The Township promotes the
principles of hazard mitigation by requiring compliance with NJDEP Flood Hazard and CAFRA
regulations, which mandate that the first floor of buildings in the floodplain be constructed at a
minimum of 12” above the 1-percent annual chance BFE. The Building Department also enforces
ABFE maps, the preliminary working maps, and the Preliminary FIRMS as directed by NJDEP.
Toms River is also working with USACE on a dune and beach replenishment project. Currently,
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a request for bids for the dune project has been released, and the contract should be awarded in
November or December of 2016, with construction to begin in the late winter of 2017.
In the wake of Hurricane Sandy, Toms River Township has also received numerous grants to aid
both mitigation recovery efforts. Table 6.1.1-1 outlines the Sandy-related grants received by the
Township. These grants have and will be used to fund activities such as rebuilding housing,
enhancing code enforcement efforts, repairing critical infrastructure, flood proofing structures, and
purchasing equipment such as generators.
Table 6.1.1-1 Hurricane Sandy funding obligated and dispersed to Toms River Township (Sandy
Transparency, 2016).
OBLIGATED
DISPERSED
FEDERAL AGENCY
STATE AGENCY
FUNDING SOURCE
AMOUNT
AMOUNT
Community
US Department of
New Jersey Department
Development Block
Housing and Urban
of Community Affairs
$271,255,042 $229,493,526
Grant Disaster Recovery
Development (HUD)
(DCA)
(CDBG-DR)
National Oceanic and
New Jersey Department
Fisheries Disaster
Atmospheric
of Environmental
NA
$48,228
Assistance
Administration
Protection (NJDEP)
US Department of
New Jersey Department
Social Services Block
Health and Human
of Human Services
$231,095
$176,628
Grant (SSBG)
Services (HHS)
(DHS)
US Department of
NJ Department of
ProjectSERVE Round 1
$36,771
$36,771
Energy (DOE)
Education (DOE)
US Department of
NJ Department of
ProjectSERVE Round 2
$32,203
$32,203
Energy (DOE)
Education (DOE)
Disaster
US Department of
NJ Department of Labor
Unemployment
$611,751
$611,751
Labor (DOL)
(DOL)
Assistance (DUA)
US Department of
New Jersey Department FHWA – Permanent and
Transportation (DOT)
of Transportation
Emergency Repairs –
$154,146,682* $75,916,144*
(NJDOT)
State Highways
FEMA Community
Community Disaster
Disaster Loan Program
N/A
$16,229,384
$16,229,384
Loan Program
(CDL)
FEMA Individual
N/A
Individual Assistance
$48,765,566
$48,765,566
Assistance Program (IA)
US Department of
New Jersey Economic
Community
Housing and Urban
Development Authority
Development Block
$5,532,605
$4,895,198
Development (HUD)
(EDA)
Grant (CDBG)
US Department of
New Jersey Housing
Community
Housing and Urban
and Mortgage Finance
Development Block
$38,872,299
$6,089,107
Development (HUD)
Agency (HMFA)
Grant (CDBG)
FEMA Hazard
New Jersey Office of
Hazard Mitigation Grant
Mitigation Grant
Emergency
$104,760
$0
Program (HMGP)
Program (HMGP)
Management (OEM)
New Jersey Office of
FEMA Public Assistance
FEMA Public Assistance
Emergency
$26,129,038
$18,170,909
(PA)
(PA)
Management (OEM)
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6.2 Mitigation Goals and Objectives
Toms River selected to maintain the goals and objectives from the Ocean County Multijurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan for the 2016 Toms River HMP. Table 6.2.1-1 details the
mitigation goals and objectives established from 2014 and reviewed by Toms River for 2016.
Table 6.2.1-1
GOAL 1

List of Mitigation Strategy Goals and Objectives
ENCOURAGE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT TO PROTECT PEOPLE, PROPERTY, COMMUNITY
RESOURCES AND THE ENVIRONMENTAL FROM NATURAL AND HUMAN-MADE DISASTERS

Objective 1A

Meet and preferably exceed minimum standards for NFIP

Objective 1B

Manage building code, land use code, ordinance and other planning mechanisms to prevent
and mitigate the impact of disasters on people and property

Objective 1C

Improve information available for mitigation planning

Objective 1D

Coordinate and increase applications for Federal and State grant programs

Objective 1E

Integrate and leverage other planning mechanism from neighboring jurisdictions; local, county
and regional organizations; and State partnerships to implement Ocean County HMP

Objective 1F

Improve shelter management

GOAL 2

BUILD AND REBUILD STRUCTURES AND INFRASTRUCTURE TO PROTECT PEOPLE AND TO
REDUCE IMPACTS OF FUTURE DISASTERS

Objective 2A

Increase the number of residential properties protected from hazards

Objective 2B

Increase the number of community resources/infrastructure protected from hazards

Objective 2C

Improve the ability of critical facilities and infrastructure to safely operate during storms and
utility interruptions

Objective 2D

Improve evacuation capability

GOAL 3

PROTECT AND RESTORE THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENTAL TO SUPPORT DISASTER RESILIENCY

Objective 3A

Improve health of natural systems to safely and naturally accommodate flooding and wildfire

Objective 3B

Improve health of natural systems used to protect residential properties and other community
resources

Objective 3C

Plan for increased open space in most vulnerable areas

Objective 3D

Promote appropriate urban-wild land interface for wildfire mitigation

GOAL 4
Objective 4A

PROMOTE EDUCATION, AWARENESS AND OUTREACH BEFORE, DURING AND AFTER
DISASTER
Improve and expand information and opportunities for input available by television, radio,
websites, social media, newsletters, and meetings

Objective 4B

Increase participation in mitigation programs including CRS

Objective 4C

Tailor timely messages for audiences including children, parents, community groups,
universities, seniors and other groups

Objective 4D

Improve alert and warning systems

6.3 Mitigation Techniques
Mitigation actions are specific projects, activities, or processes that reduce or eliminate long-term
risk to people and property from hazards and their impacts. Implementing mitigation actions helps
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achieve the goals identified in this plan. The actions to reduce vulnerability to hazards form the
core of this plan and are a key outcome of the hazard mitigation planning process. The main types
of mitigation actions that were considered and analyzed by Toms River fall into one of the
following four categories as outlined in the Local Mitigation Planning Handbook (March 2013):






Plans and Regulations: These actions include government authorities, policies, or
codes that influence the way land and buildings are developed and built.
Structure and Infrastructure Projects: These actions involve modifying existing
structures and infrastructure to protect them from a hazard or remove them from a
hazard area. This could apply to public or private structures as well as critical facilities
and infrastructure. This type of action also involves projects to construct manmade
structures to reduce the impact of hazards.
Natural Systems Protection: These are actions that minimize damage and losses and
also preserve or restore the functions of natural systems.
Education and Awareness Programs: These are actions to inform and educate
citizens, elected officials, and property owners about hazards and potential ways to
mitigate them. Although this type of mitigation reduces risk less directly than structural
projects or regulation, it is an important foundation. A greater understanding and
awareness of hazards and risk among local officials, stakeholders, and the public is
more likely to lead to direct actions.

The Toms River HMP employs these four categories of techniques to address each of the hazards
that affect the County, which are shown in Table 6.3.1-1.
Table 6.3.1-1

Mitigation techniques used for each hazard in Toms River Township
MITIGATION TECHNIQUE
HAZARD (IN ORDER OF
NATURAL
PLANS AND
STRUCTURE AND
EDUCATION AND
RISK FACTOR RANKING)
SYSTEMS
REGULATIONS
INFRASTRUCTURE
AWARENESS
PROTECTION
Coastal Erosion

X

X

X

X

Flood

X

X

X

X

Hurricane, Tropical Storm,
Nor’easter

X

X

X

X

Sea Level Rise

X

X

X

X

Stormwater Drainage

X

X

X

X
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6.4 Mitigation Action Plan
Throughout the HMP planning process, Toms River municipal staff and officials and other
stakeholders identified mitigation actions to complete within the next five years. At public meetings
held on December 3, December 7, and December 9, attendees used worksheets and maps to
brainstorm and develop ideas for the mitigation strategy. Input was also obtained through
conversations with Toms River Division of Community Development staff.
Table 6.4.1-1 lists all of the mitigation actions for the 2016 Toms River HMP. At least one
mitigation action was developed to address each hazard profiled in this HMP, but many actions
address multiple hazards. Each mitigation actions is also intended to address one or more goals
or objectives identified in Section 6.2.
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Table 6.4.1-1

Toms River Township Mitigation Action Plan
HAZARD(S)
ACTION
CATEGORY
ADDRESSED
1. Elevate homes in the
Structure and
All Floodfollowing target areas of the
Infrastructure
Related
township that are vulnerable to
Hazards
flooding:
 Anchorage
 Bayshore
 East Dover
 Gilford Park
 North Beaches
 Ortley Beach
 Shelter Cove
 Silverton
 Snug Harbor
 Windsor Park

LEAD DEPARTMENT
Toms River Department of
Engineering, Construction
Services, Code
Enforcement, and
Community Development;
Toms River Office of
Emergency Management

IMPLEMENTATION
SCHEDULE
5 years

FUNDING SOURCE

PRIORITY

Increased Cost of
Compliance (ICC);
Rehabilitation,
Reconstruction, Elevation
and Mitigation (RREM)
Program; Private Property
Debris Removal Program
(PPDR) and Property
Owners funding have been
used most frequently.
FEMA Hazard Mitigation
Assistance (HMA) funding is
also available

High

2. Improve Toms River
Municipal Utility Authority
(TRMUA) infrastructure
through:
 Installation of
supplemental/ backup
Force Mains at Pump
Stations (at least 5
locations)
 Structural
rehabilitations to
TRMUA’s largest pump
station building

Structure and
Infrastructure

All FloodRelated
Hazards

Toms River Municipal
Utilities Authority

10 years

HMGP, RFC, and FMA. For
25% local match, in-kind
services, and Community
Development Block Grant
(CDBG)

High

3. Provide generators for Toms
River Regional schools

Structure and
Infrastructure

All FloodRelated
Hazards

Toms River Regional
Schools

5 years

HMA, DHS

High
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Table 6.4.1-1

Toms River Township Mitigation Action Plan
HAZARD(S)
ACTION
CATEGORY
ADDRESSED
4. Continue to participate in the Local Plans
All FloodNFIP
and
Related
Regulations
Hazards

5. Continue to enforce building
codes

Local Plans
and
Regulations

All FloodRelated
Hazards

6. Obtain easement and
complete USAGE dune and
beach replenishment project

Natural
Systems
Protection

All FloodRelated
Hazards

7. Continue participation in CRS
program (class level 8) and
consider opportunities to
upgrade class.

Education and
Awareness

All FloodRelated
Hazards

8. Implement project from
Downtown Circulation Plan, to
elevate Herflicker Boulevard

Structure and
Infrastructure

All FloodRelated
Hazards

9. Implement and evaluate
effectiveness of pilot program
to elevate:
 Bay Breeze Road and
Sea Breeze Road
 Creek Road
 Pumpshire Road

Structure and
Infrastructure

All FloodRelated
Hazards

LEAD DEPARTMENT
Toms River Department of
Engineering, Construction
Services, Code
Enforcement, and
Community Development;
Property Owners
Toms River Department of
Engineering, Construction
Services, Code
Enforcement, and
Community Development
USACE; Toms River
Department of Engineering,
Construction Services, Code
Enforcement, and
Community Development
Toms River Department of
Engineering, Construction
Services, Code
Enforcement, and
Community Development
Toms River Department of
Engineering, Construction
Services, Code
Enforcement, and
Community Development
Toms River Department of
Engineering, Construction
Services, Code
Enforcement, and
Community Development

IMPLEMENTATION
SCHEDULE
Ongoing

Township and Homeowners

Medium

Ongoing

Township

High

5 years

USACE

High

Ongoing

Township

Medium

5 years

New Developments Funding

High

5 years

Municipal Capital Budget
and State funding

High

FUNDING SOURCE

PRIORITY
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Table 6.4.1-1

Toms River Township Mitigation Action Plan
HAZARD(S)
ACTION
CATEGORY
ADDRESSED
 Windsor Avenue
 Washington Avenue
10. Continue to implement wet Structure and
All Floodfloodproofing in suitable nonInfrastructure
Related
residential locations
Hazards

11. Consider and implement
relocations of flood prone
critical facilities

Structure and
Infrastructure

All FloodRelated
Hazards

12. Routinely vacuum inlets
that are prone to flooding and
clear leaves during the autumn
months
13. Maintain GIS platform to
provide information to
residents about flood zones
when visiting Town Hall

Structure and
Infrastructure

All FloodRelated
Hazards

Education and
Awareness

All FloodRelated
Hazards

14. Continue position to have a
Storm Recovery Ombudsman to
conduct outreach regarding
flood insurance and regulations
during disaster recovery

Education and
Awareness

All FloodRelated
Hazards

LEAD DEPARTMENT

IMPLEMENTATION
SCHEDULE

FUNDING SOURCE

PRIORITY

Property Owners, Toms
River Department of
Engineering, Construction
Services, Code
Enforcement, and
Community Development;
Toms River Office of
Emergency Management
Property Owners, Toms
River Department of
Engineering, Construction
Services, Code
Enforcement, and
Community Development;
Toms River Office of
Emergency Management
Toms River Department of
Public Works

5 years

ICC, HMA, Property Owner
Funding

Medium

5 years

ICC, HMA, Property Owner
Funding

High

Ongoing

Department Budget

High

Toms River Department of
Engineering, Construction
Services, Code
Enforcement, and
Community Development
Toms River Department of
Engineering, Construction
Services, Code
Enforcement, and
Community Development

Ongoing

Department Budget

Medium

Recovery position
to be maintained
and filled as
needed

Department Budget

High
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Table 6.4.1-1

Toms River Township Mitigation Action Plan
HAZARD(S)
ACTION
CATEGORY
ADDRESSED
15.Reduce and maintain the
Natural
All Floodfootprint for impervious
Systems
Related
surfaces as a Coastal Area
Protection
Hazards
Facility Review Act (CAFRA)
Coastal Center
16. Build an Emergency
Structure and
All FloodManagement/ EMS Center off
Infrastructure
Related
site on Church Rd. to house a
Hazards
redundant communications
center, servers, training center
and EMS vehicles
17. Install traffic lights with a
Structure and
All FloodRelated
switch and socket to enable use Infrastructure
Hazards
of a portable generator for
backup power. Intersections
that should have immediate
need for this improvement
include:
 Route 37 and Route
166
 Hooper Avenue and
Route 37
 Fischer Boulevard and
Hooper Avenue
18. Protect the low-lying areas
of downtown by constructing
an earthen berm from Route
166 & Water Street along the
river to the bridge over
Herflicker Boulevard along with
elevation of adjoining roads

Structure and
Infrastructure

All FloodRelated
Hazards

IMPLEMENTATION
SCHEDULE
Ongoing

Department Budget

High

5 years

Department Budget

High

Toms River Police
Department

5 years

DOT, HMA, Department
Budget

High

Toms River Department of
Engineering, Construction
Services, Code
Enforcement, and
Community Development

5 years

HMGP

High

LEAD DEPARTMENT
Toms River Department of
Engineering, Construction
Services, Code
Enforcement, and
Community Development
Toms River Police
Department

FUNDING SOURCE

PRIORITY
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Mitigation actions were evaluated Mitigation Action Evaluation Worksheet provided in the Local
Mitigation Planning Handbook from FEMA. The worksheet uses the following criteria:











Life Safety – How effective will the action be at protecting lives and preventing injuries?
Property Protection – How significant will the action be at eliminating or reducing
damage to structures and infrastructure?
Technical – Is the mitigation action technically feasible? Is it a long-term solution?
Eliminate actions that, from a technical standpoint, will not meet the goals.
Political – Is there overall public support for the mitigation action? Is there the political will
to support it?
Legal – Does the community have the authority to implement the action?
Environmental – What are the potential environmental impacts of the action? Will it
comply with environmental regulations?
Social – Will the proposed action adversely affect one segment of the population? Will the
action disrupt established neighborhoods, break up voting districts, or cause the relocation
of lower income people?
Administrative – Does the community have the personnel and administrative capabilities
to implement the action and maintain it or will outside help be necessary?
Local Champion – Is there a strong advocate for the action or project among local
departments and agencies that will support the action’s implementation?

The worksheet prioritizes each mitigation action by ranking each of the criteria with a -1, 0 or 1
using the following scale:




1 = Highly effective or feasible
0 = Neutral
-1 = Ineffective or not feasible
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Table 6.4-2

Mitigation Action Evaluation Worksheet
LIFE
SAFTEY

PROPERTY
PROTECTION

TECHNICAL

POLITICAL

LEGAL

ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

ADMINISTRATIVE

LOCAL
CHAMPION

TOTAL
SCORE

4. Continue to participate in the NFIP

1

1

1

0

1

1

-1

1

1

6

5. Continue to enforce building
codes

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

9

ACTION
Local Plans and Regulations

Structure and Infrastructure
1. Elevate homes in the following
target areas of the township that are
vulnerable to flooding:
 Anchorage
 Bayshore
 East Dover
 Gilford Park
 North Beaches
 Ortley Beach
 Shelter Cove
 Silverton
 Snug Harbor
 Windsor Park
2. Improve Toms River Municipal
Utility Authority (TRMUA)
infrastructure through:
 Installation of
supplemental/ backup
Force Mains at Pump
Stations (at least 5
locations)
 Structural rehabilitations to
TRMUA’s largest pump
station building

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

7

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

7
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Table 6.4-2

Mitigation Action Evaluation Worksheet
ACTION

3. Provide generators for Toms River
Regional schools
8. Implement project from
Downtown Circulation Plan, to
elevate Herflicker Boulevard
8. Implement and evaluate
effectiveness of pilot program to
elevate:
 Bay Breeze Road and Sea
Breeze Road
 Creek Road
 Pumpshire Road
 Windsor Avenue
 Washington Avenue
10. Continue to implement wet
floodproofing in suitable nonresidential locations
11. Consider and implement
relocations of flood prone critical
facilities
12. Routinely vacuum inlets that are
prone to flooding and clear leaves
during the autumn months
16. Build an Emergency
Management/ EMS Center off site
on Church Rd. to house a redundant
communications center, servers,
training center and EMS vehicles
17. Install traffic lights with a switch
and socket to enable use of a
portable generator for backup
power. Intersections that should

LIFE
SAFTEY

PROPERTY
PROTECTION

TECHNICAL

POLITICAL

LEGAL

ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

ADMINISTRATIVE

LOCAL
CHAMPION

TOTAL
SCORE

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

7

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

7

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

7

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

6

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

7

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

7

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

7

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

7
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Table 6.4-2

Mitigation Action Evaluation Worksheet
ACTION

have immediate need for this
improvement include:
 Route 37 and Route 166
 Hooper Avenue and Route
37
 Fischer Boulevard and
Hooper Avenue
18. Protect the low-lying areas of
downtown by constructing an
earthen berm from Route 166 &
Water Street along the river to the
bridge over Herflicker Boulevard
along with elevation of adjoining
roads

LIFE
SAFTEY

PROPERTY
PROTECTION

TECHNICAL

POLITICAL

LEGAL

ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

ADMINISTRATIVE

LOCAL
CHAMPION

TOTAL
SCORE

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

6

Natural Systems Protection
6. Obtain easement and complete
USAGE dune and beach
replenishment project
15.Reduce and maintain the
footprint for impervious surfaces as
a Coastal Area Facility Review Act
(CAFRA) Coastal Center

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

7

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

8

Education and Awareness
7. Continue participation in CRS
program (class level 8) and consider
opportunities to upgrade class.
13. Maintain GIS platform to provide
information to residents about flood
zones when visiting Town Hall
14. Continue position to have a
Storm Recovery Ombudsman to

1

1

1

0

1

1

-1

1

1

6

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

6

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

8
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Table 6.4-2

Mitigation Action Evaluation Worksheet
ACTION

LIFE
SAFTEY

PROPERTY
PROTECTION

TECHNICAL

POLITICAL

LEGAL

ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

ADMINISTRATIVE

LOCAL
CHAMPION

TOTAL
SCORE

conduct outreach regarding flood
insurance and regulations during
disaster recovery
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6.5 Mitigation Progress
Toms River has accomplished a great deal of mitigation progress since the 2014 Ocean County
HMP and have begun working on many new mitigation actions as well. Progress is described
for all actions below:
Table 6.5-1

Action Progress
ACTION
1. Elevate homes in the following target
areas of the township that are vulnerable
to flooding:
 Anchorage
 Bayshore
 East Dover
 Gilford Park
 North Beaches
 Ortley Beach
 Shelter Cove
 Silverton
 Snug Harbor
 Windsor Park

2. Improve Toms River Municipal Utility
Authority (TRMUA) infrastructure
through:
 Installation of supplemental/
backup Force Mains at Pump
Stations (at least 5 locations)
 Structural rehabilitations to
TRMUA’s largest pump station
building

3. Provide generators for Toms River
Regional schools

4. Continue to participate in the NFIP
5. Continue to enforce building codes
6. Obtain easement and complete USAGE
dune and beach replenishment project

CATEGORY

Hurricane Sandy impacted 14,000 properties with 3,975 being
Substantially Damaged. As of September 22, 2016, Toms River has
made significant progress in elevation since Hurricane Sandy:
o Over 8,000 total building permits
o 1,101 permits to elevate with 677 complete
o 2,020 demolition permits with 1,955 complete,
demolished buildings are rebuilt to higher standards
o PPDR used to demolish 176 properties

The TRMUA has already flood proofed (1) pumping station located
on Green Island (PS9). The other locations are listed below and
completion of the sites is anticipated to occur in September. As of
present all flood panels have been installed however, some
windows and vents require relocation.
1. PS 16 located on Pinewood and Cedar Creek Lane
2. PS10 Located in Homestead Run on Serene Way
3. PS 21 located at the entrance of Winding River Park off of
Route 37 W
Ongoing Maintenance includes:
 Continued, regular inspections of Pipes and Manholes in order
to determine/prioritize Cured In Place Lining of deteriorated
Pipes and Manholes and/or Remove/Replace (excavation or
bursting) of any structurally flawed Pipes and Manholes
Cleaning and removal/disposal of accumulated/settled debris
within pipelines
 Generators have not been purchased that could run heating
and cooling to enable schools to be used as shelters in most
months. There are smaller generators available to run lighting
and a set appliance.
 Police Station and Toms River Township Municipal Building
have secured emergency generator power.
Township adopted State Model Floodplain Ordinance plus 1 foot of
freeboard.
Toms River Township is following new state building codes adopted
in 2015 to 2016.
Dune in progress and State and USACE have issued 95% plans.
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Table 6.5-1

Action Progress
ACTION
7. Continue participation in CRS program
(class level 8) and consider opportunities
to upgrade class.
8. Implement project from Downtown
Circulation Plan, to elevate Herflicker
Boulevard
9. Implement and evaluate effectiveness
of pilot program to elevate:
 Bay Breeze Road and Sea Breeze
Drive
 Creek Road
 Pumpshire Road
 Windsor Avenue
 Washington Avenue
10. Continue to implement wet
floodproofing in suitable non-residential
locations
11. Consider and implement relocations
of flood prone critical facilities
12. Routinely vacuum inlets that are
prone to flooding and clear leaves during
the autumn months
13. Maintain GIS platform to provide
information to residents about flood
zones when visiting Town Hall
14. Continue position to have a Storm
Recovery Ombudsman to conduct
outreach regarding flood insurance and
regulations during disaster recovery
15.Reduce and maintain the footprint for
impervious surfaces as a Coastal Area
Facility Review Act (CAFRA) Coastal
Center
16. Build an Emergency Management/
EMS Center off site on Church Rd. to
house a redundant communications
center, servers, training center and EMS
vehicles
17. Install traffic lights with a switch and
socket to enable use of a portable
generator for backup power.
Intersections that should have
immediate need for this improvement
include:
 Route 37 and Route 166
 Hooper Avenue and Route 37

CATEGORY
The CRS program changed the point structure recently. Toms Rivers
plans to maintain status and only move to next class if it is clear that
that next class may be maintained long term.
This new plan includes elevation project.

Project funded at $4 million with $250K from State.

Wet floodproofing has been completed at:
• JCPL barrier island stations
• Fischer Boulevard Fire Station
• Ortley Beach First Aid Station
Two fire stations have been approved to be combined and
relocated to Irons Street. Financing, building, and the site plan are
being addressed by the Toms River Fire Commissioners.
This is an ongoing mitigation task.

This is an ongoing mitigation task.

This position is designated by ordinance and was filled after
Hurricane Sandy by Trevor Newman.
The new map with less impervious surface is drafted. Once
approved Toms River will regulate to new map reflecting more
protected natural resources.

Applications for funding in progress.

Applications for funding in progress.
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Table 6.5-1

Action Progress
ACTION
 Fischer Boulevard and Hooper
Avenue
18. Protect the low-lying areas of
downtown by constructing an earthen
berm from Route 166 & Water Street
along the river to the bridge over
Herflicker Boulevard along with elevation
of adjoining roads

CATEGORY

Initial planning stages in progress.
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7 P LAN M AINTENANCE
7.1 Update Process Summary
Monitoring, evaluating and updating this plan, is critical to maintaining its value and success in
Toms River’s hazard mitigation efforts. Ensuring effective implementation of mitigation activities
paves the way for continued momentum in the planning process and gives direction for the future.
This section explains who will be responsible for maintenance activities and what those
responsibilities entail. It also provides a methodology and schedule of maintenance activities
including a description of how the public will be involved on a continued basis. This section was
discussed at the HMPC Meeting on May 20, 2016.

7.2 Monitoring and Evaluating the Plan
Monitoring implementation and evaluating effectiveness of the mitigation strategy are tasks
effectively accomplished together. Monitoring implementation involves tracking progress and
reasons for lack of progress. It is important to document successes on a regular basis. For
instance, it is typically difficult to list all public outreach activities conducted over a five-year period
unless you have a log to monitor outreach. Recognizing lack of progress provides the opportunity
to change the approach and evaluate the action. Evaluating effectiveness complements
monitoring because it is a chance for evaluating both progress and lack of progress. When
projects are accomplished, it is helpful to consider whether they were successful in accomplishing
the intended goal and objective. For instance, did grant related outreach increase the number of
residents gaining access to mitigation project funding. If so, the action might be continued and if
not a new or revised action may be considered. Evaluating lack of progress provides the chance
to consider whether new resources might be needed or if the action might be discontinued
because it is not feasible or a current priority.
Toms River Township intends to monitor implementation and evaluate effectiveness of the
mitigation strategy through a combination of efforts by the HMPC. An annual meeting will be
hosted to review the plan inviting township representatives and key stakeholders. Prior to the
meeting, forms will be distributed to complete and submit prior to or at the meeting. The following
forms, located in Appendix C, will be used to monitor implementation and evaluate effectiveness:




Mitigation Action Progress Form: This worksheet will capture the responsible party,
progress, integration into existing planning mechanisms, accomplishments during
reporting period, obstacles, continued relevance, and other comments.
Plan Update Evaluation Worksheet: This worksheet asks questions that spur the
Borough and key stakeholders to consider changes in local planning process, risk, and
capability and the implication of those changes on mitigation strategy implementation.
For instance, the worksheet asks: ‘Have any internal or external agencies been
invaluable to the mitigation strategy?’ and ‘Are there additional funding sources to
consider?’

Issues that arise during monitoring and evaluation which require changes to the risk assessment,
mitigation strategy and other components of the plan will be used in two ways. First, they will be
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used to improve implementation between plan updates. Second, new information will be
incorporated during future plan updates.

7.3 Updating the Plan
The HMP is considered a “living document” that needs to be revised and updated over time. Since
the Toms River HMP will be an annex to the Ocean County HMP, it should be reviewed and
updated in accordance with the County Plan. In addition, the Toms River HMP should be updated
every five years, as required by the Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000. Toms River may also choose
to update the plan following a disaster event that impacts how the Township wants to implement
its mitigation strategy, when new information is obtained, when laws or policies change, or when
new funding become available. All plan updates will be led by the Township Planner with
assistance from the Planning Committee. During the five-year review process, the following
questions will be considered as criteria for assessing the effectiveness the Toms River HMP.









Has the nature or magnitude of hazards affecting the Township changed?
Are there new hazards that have the potential to impact the Township?
Do the identified goals and actions address current and expected conditions?
Have mitigation actions been implemented or completed?
Has the implementation of identified mitigation actions resulted in expected outcomes?
Are current resources adequate to implement the Plan?
Should additional local resources be committed to address identified hazards?
Has the HMP mitigation strategy been integrated into other planning mechanisms to
further progress?

Proposed HMP revisions will be referred to FEMA to ensure continued agency compliance and
acceptance of this HMP. Future amendments or revision of this HMP will also include public
review and comments prior to consideration and adoption by the Steering Committee. Materials
will be made available to the public on the Township’s website.

7.4 Continued Public Involvement
Public education and outreach must be an ongoing process to ensure that the HMP continues to
meet the needs of the community. The public will have access to an electronic copy of the current
HMP through the Toms River website. The status of plan implementation, HMP revisions, and
other important information pertaining to multi-hazard mitigation should be posted on the
Township’s official website and made available at the local library for open review. Public hearings
must be held prior to adoption of any revisions to the HMP. Public meetings and hearings
associated with revisions and adoption of the HMP should be publicized in the local newspaper,
local Internet newspapers, the Township’s website, and through email. Draft documents should
be made available for review on the Township’s website and at convenient locations, including
the Township’s Clerk’s office and the Ocean County Library. A written comment period should be
provided after each public meeting to allow individuals who are unable to attend meetings or
prefer to submit written comments to do so. Designated comment periods should allow sufficient
time for individuals to review the available materials, conduct their own research if so inclined,
and prepare and submit written comments for review and consideration. Continued public
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education and outreach will help to keep the public informed, ensure a thorough vetting of diverse
ideas and recommendations, and provide the basis for reaching general consensus on critical
issues that are important to the community’s hazard mitigation planning, response, and recovery
efforts.

7.5 Incorporation into other Planning Mechanisms
One of the best way to ensure that the Toms River HMP policies are efficiently and effectively
instituted is to incorporate them into existing local regulatory framework, (i.e. Township Master
Plan, Capital Improvement Programming, standard Township Operational Procedures, etc.).
Future and updated laws, plans budgets, operational guideline, and capital improvement
programming will need to be assessed prior to adoption to ensure that they are not contrary to
the goals and recommendation of the HMP and support the implementation of the Plan and
continued protection of the community from various risks it may be vulnerable to.
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8 P LAN A DOPTION
This plan was shared with the New Jersey State Hazard Mitigation Office and FEMA on [date]. It
was adopted as an amendment to the 2014 Ocean County Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation
Plan on [date].
This section of the plan includes copies of the local adoption resolution passed by Toms River
Township.
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Toms River Township Local Hazard Mitigation Plan
Municipal Adoption Resolution

Toms River Township, Ocean County, New Jersey
RESOLUTION NO. ___________
A resolution of Toms River Township adopting the Toms River Local Hazard Mitigation Plan as
an annex to the Ocean County Hazard Mitigation Plan.
WHEREAS the Toms River Township recognizes the threat that natural hazards pose to people
and property within Toms River Township; and
WHEREAS the Toms River Township has prepared an addendum to the Ocean County MultiJurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan to further address flood-related hazards, hereby known as
Toms River Township Local Hazard Mitigation Plan in accordance with the Disaster Mitigation Act
of 2000; and
WHEREAS the Toms River Local Hazard Mitigation Plan identifies mitigation goals and actions
to reduce or eliminate long-term risk to people and property in Toms River Township from the
impacts of future hazards and disasters; and
WHEREAS adoption by the Toms River Township Council demonstrates their commitment to the
hazard mitigation and achieving the goals outlined in the Toms River Local Hazard Mitigation
Plan.
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY TOMS RIVER TOWNSHIP, OCEAN COUNTY, NEW
JERSEY, THAT:
Section 1. In accordance with (local rule for adopting resolutions), the Toms River Township
Council adopts the Toms River Local Hazard Mitigation Plan.
ADOPTED by a vote of ____ in favor and ____ against, and ____ abstaining, this _____ day of
___________, ______.

By:
_________________________________
(Print name)
_________________________________
(Print name)

(Print name)
ATTEST:
By:
_________________________________
(Print name)
APPROVED AS TO FORM:

_________________________________
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By:
_________________________________
(Print name)
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